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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Nearly all elementary school music t e ach e r s are
responsible

for prociuci.ng at l e ast one musical drama. o:::

J?rogram during the school year

.

Host teachers

challenge �tJithout b ene f i t of col l e g e

in nrusic productions.

ence

trai.:d.ng,

however,

ma-:�.y decisions

meet

this

training or experi-

Inexperience or lack of

do e s not

excuse

the

to be made and problcr:s

teacher
to be

from the

solved

in ti1e production of the ever-occurrir..g musical drama
or program.
Hany q1.1estions arise both before

production process:
volved?"

a!ld during

"HovJ ma.ny children -;v-ill �e

"What type of cusic program sho-.tld be

fDr a particular age-group and class-size'?"

help in such matters
stage

design,

be held?"

as

cos turning,

and make-up?"

thE:

in
selected

"Who will

properties,

lightir1g,

"�"l�en will the rehe.:irsals

Thes e questions anc other perplexing problsrns

Lmportune even the experienced tea(:her,

but \vithout

training or practical knoHledge of tr.'..lsic prodw.::tions,
the

inexperienced teacher does not knmv even •vhat

q·Jestions

to ask or N·here to begi.tL
1

Yet,

the quefJtions

2

must be answered and the problems solved for

the

production of an end product that often represents to
the public and commanity at

large the efficacy and the

quality of the entire elementary music education
curriculum.
Although some articles and books have been written
about music drama productions
school and high school,

and prog!:"a::as in the middle

little material

elementary music program.

FeH guides exist for decer

mining the suitability of programs,
techniques in production.

exists for tt-,e

format,

content.:,

or

Elementary music teachers

are left to their own resources in gaining the practical
knowledge necessary for musi.:! productions.

For that

matte:r,

there is little advice offered in the whole

area cf

creative processes which could

type of music program or another.

lead to one

Practicing teachers

who are involved daily with children often utilize
techniques and creative activities in order to

develop

creative skills in children that will lead not only to
full-scale productions,

but,

more importantly,

provide the necessary creative environments

will

for develop

ment of self-worth <1nd personal \"alues.
The modern elementary music teache!: is
with the broad hnplications

•�oncerned

of music education as

it

3
affects the life

Husic rrcductior..s c;.ad

of the child.

programs should have educational objectives which help
develop the child's value system.

The search for edu-

cational goals in music productions leads the teacher to
a variety of sources for guidance:
shops,

and other teachers.

is adequate to the task.

publications,

work-

None of these sources alone
The need,

then,

is

to

bri ng to-

gether all of this information into one sourcebook.
is this sourcebook

It

that the presc:nt study has endeavored

to provide.

Purpose of the
The purpose of thi s

Stu�

study has been to

sourcebook of practical information

dr.a:-uas

general principles

of produ.,.:tion as

tt:achers.

lead

Criter�_a

for creative

to productions have

a

for the pro d uct i on of

and p:co3:cams

elementary music�l

� evelop

a

and to prcvide
guide

for music

environments which could

baen investigated and ed�cation-

al objectives have been established from related literature,

�rom interviews with practicing teachers,

person,<.>l

ezp.?.riences.

Fror:J. these three sources,

and from
gen er a l

principles and specific suggestions for productions have

Need for the Study

- ------ ----�

R·�gLnning �usic teachers

inevitably are faced wit:h

4
the responsibility of "putting on programs"
mentary school.

in the ele-

Deciding what type of program to give

is the first consideration.

There is a need to define

the various types of creative activities for their
educational potential.

Within this context,

a frame-

work for understanding the suitability of each type of
creative

activity for a particular environmental and

educational setting is

necessary.

Because there is a paucity of material and

little

background training and experience in the undergraduate
music education curriculum,

the teacher has little help

in trying to decide what kind of program to give and how
to present it.

Even a more experienced �1sic teacher is

faced constantly with having to find new ideas and ways

of presenting elementary school musical dramas and programs.

Graduate courses and workshops offered for th e

production of elementary school musical dramas and pro·-

gcm�s are ea g e rly attended.
A survey of the literature shows that relatively
few books, booklets, dissertations or articles
have been vrritten during the past forty years
that discuss the problems encountered by a
directo� and his staff in the preparation and
presentation of any musical production.l
l

James Clinton Fields, "The Musical The at r e Produc
tion:
A Guide for the High School Director" (Ed.D. dis
sertation, University of Arkansas, 1970), Dissertation
Abstracts 31:4320-A, February, 1971.

5
Fi.:!lds refers to high school musical productions,
but the problem is more appropriate for elementary
school musical dramas and programs.

The writer has been

able to find several articles dealing with high school
productions but very few having to do with elementary
school musical dramas and programs.

What material exists

is scattered throughout different texts directed tm·.rard
professional and community theatre production.
As the traditional PTA program time rolls around,
the �1sic teacher is looking for new materials,

only to

find that first-rate composers rarely take on the task of
writing music productions for children to perform.

A

great amount of what is offered in the line of elementary
school musical drama and program material is of little
artistic or educational value.

As

a result,

teachers

often vrrite their own shows or patch together published
songs with a theme or contrived script.
After examination of current literature,

the writer

has concluded that the field of elementary school musical
drama and program production is in great need of a
sourcebook which will

give suggestions

about \vhat

to

ch and how to do it.

Organization of Thesis l1a.nuscript

The study has been divided i�to five chapters.

6
After the introductory chapter,
related literature.

chapter two investigates

From this study,

types of creative

activities h ave been determined and described.

Chapter

three establishes a working definition of a "creative
activity," c1nd types

of creative activities are examined

suitability in cert ain environmental and edu

for their

cational settings.

Chapter four reports the interviews

'iith teachers who have had experience in the area of pro
duc:::.ng musical

school.
some

drama.s

Chapter five

and prog:::ams

consists

of general pri.:::1ciples and

specific suggestions cierived from the sourcebook for

the prod11ction of musical

elementary school,
from study of
a

in the elementary

dramas

and programs in the

a sourcebook which has been developed

current literatu:.·e,

from the development

framework for creative activity types,

intervie-::vs,

of

from teacher

and from personal experience.

Chapter T'iw

To investigate types of musical dramas and prograr.ts
possible in the elementary school,

the researcher has

considered a range of creative accivities established
th:;:-ougb. investigation of current
References
discuss

have been made

various types

and related

literature.

to articles and books whic�

cf c-reative

activities.

survey criteria has been developed as

F:;:o•)IU

this

part of the source-

7
book for production of musical dramas and programs in
the elementary school.

Chapter Three
In chapter three,

a working definition of a "crea

tive activity" is developed.

Clearly stated criteria

for what constitutes a "creative activity" will provide
the music educator with a framework from which teaching
objectives can be developed.

Having developed a v10rking

definition of a "creative activity," the writer will
categorize types of creative activities based on current
lite rature and will consider their suitability for
particular educational and environmental settings.

The

researcher has considered a range of creative activities,
going from the most unstructured, improvisatory environ
ment to the most structured environment,
lished musical.

such as a pub

The writer has developed a set of defi··

nitions which describes each creative activity.

Con

sideration is given to the suitability of each creative
activity for the particular environmental and educa
tional setting,

thus providing a tentative framework fo�:

the teacher's selection of
activity.

a

particular type of creative

Many criteria have to be considered when de

ciding upon a particular type of creative activity.
example, improvised music activities would be

more

For

8
suitable for a non-structured creative setting made up of
a few children.

On the other hand,

a published musical

would be suitable for a large group that is highly
structured.
Educational objectives can serve as criteria for
selection of a specific t)�e of creative activity.
example,
kites,

For

if the educational objective is learning about

then the music teacher's production might include

some dramatization on the physics of kite flying.

Chapter Four
Chapter four reports the inte�Jiews and suggestions
provided by teachers working in the area of elementary
school musical drama and program production.

Information

has been obtained about the background experience in edu
cation and teaching experience of the teachers inter
viewed.

The teachers have been asked to state their

criteria

for selecting a particular type of program for

production

h-1 the elementary school.

asked about the types

They have been

of programs they like to do and

what resources they use in planning these programs.

The

teachers have been asked to give helpful suggestions
about the follov1ing program production areas:
scenery,

make-up,

lighting,

singing and acting.

properties,

costumes,

choreography,

They have been asked to give ai:'ly

9
pertinent comments about putting on programs

��

tr.c

elementary school.

Chapter Five

In chapter five,

data for this sourcebook derived

from related literature,

from teacr.er interviews,

and

from personal experience are compiled and synthesized
into general principles with some specific sug gestions
for the production of musical dramas and programs in
elementary school.

che

Helpful ideas for seleccing and pro

ducing suitable musical dramas and progrruns for the ele
mentary grades are presented.
further study also are stated.

Recommendations for

CHAPTER II

RELATED LITERATURE ESTABLISHING TYPES
OF CREATIVE ACTIVITIES AND
THEIR

DESCRIPTIONS

The purpose of chapter two is to survey current
literature related to creative activities in the ele
mentary school in order to develop criteria for a source
book for the production of musical dramas and programs
the elementary school.

in

References will be made to

articles and books which discuss various types of crea
tive activities.

At the end of this discussion,

some

current literature which provides helpful suggestions
for program production will be r€viewed.
Study of current literature in this broad field
seems

to

indicate that there is

a variety of creative

activities possible within the educational setting.
These

types of

structured,
through

creative

activities range from the un

non-teacher directed,

free creative play

improvisation and informal classroom programs

d1e most structured type of

creative activity-··a com

mercial production.

The types
'-'?Titer's

of

creative activities noted from the

examination of current literature are

10

to

11
(1)

creative play,

(2)

individual

activity within centers,
creative program,

(6)

(5)

(3)

or

small group creative

improvisation,

(4)

formal creative program,

formal commercial production.

informal
and

Each type of creative

activity is described below.

Creative Play
The literature indicates that the least structured
or teacher-directed creative activity is creative play.
Such play involves a free environment for creative
thinking and may take place in the music classroom,
usually occurs outside of the classroom.

but

Creative play

is discussed mainly because music educators may draw
ideas for creative activities within the classroom fron1
children's creative play experiences.
All children play.

Play would appear closely tied

to children's social and mental development.
To play, then, is to think, as well as to feel,
to try out, to invent, to enjoy.
As the nature
of thought changes, so does the nature of play.
The infant thinks through exploratory involvement
His play is a continuous
with things and people.
sensory eonnection with everything in his path
and his purview.
Toddlers and preschoolers think
through symbolization of experience:
play is make
believe, dra�.;ing, word combinations.
Older
children begin to use logic:
their play is more
l
ordered, rational, communally shared.
lnorothy W. Gross, "Play and Thinking," in Patricia
Maloney Harkun, ed., Pla
Children's Bu�jness (Washing
ton, D.C.:
Association
or Childhood Education Inter
national, 1974), p. 16.

f

12
Play aids in self-discovery.

Frank states the following:

The human child finds in play the activities
and the occasions for discovering himself, his
strengths and his weaknesses, his skills and his
interests, enabling him to learn to cope with
situations and events appropriate to his size
and strength.l
Hartley and Goldenson provide a wealth of resource
materials and suggestions for insight and encouragement
of children's creative play.2

Allen and Netterer set up

criteria to consider when choosing play materials.

Does

the play material stand up to the following questions:

(1)

Does it meet the requirements of those using
it as to size, form, indoor-outdoor possi
bilities, and the need for both learning and
sheer fun?

(2)

Does it comply with safety and sanitation
standards?

(3)

Does it help the child gain scn1e competence
for living in the world?

(4)

Does it strengthen good relationships with
other people?

(5)

Does it arouse wonderment,
creative thinking?

D.C.:

imagination or

lLawrence K. Frank,
Play is Valid (Washington,
Association for Childhood Education International,

1968), p. 434.
2

Ruth E. Hartley and Robert M. Goldenson, The
Crowell
Complete Book of Children's Play (New York:
Press, 1963 .

13

(6) Does it justify its cost in quality rather
than quantity?l

Their article suggests appropriate play materials for
certain age groups.

For example,

for expressing feelings,
three-,
tops,

four-,

under play materials

some of the materials for

and five-year-olds are puppets,

music boxes,

record players,

musical

and various percus

sion instruments.2
Individualized or Small Group Creative
Activity Within Centers
A review of related literature indicates that a
slightly more structured or teacher-directed creative
activity is individualized or small group creative activity within centers.

These centers may be established

in various areas of the music classroom and can contain
music instruments and materials with suggestions for
using them.
The music educator may draw on the child's need
for self-activity in planning for the individualized and
small group creative activity within centers.

Westervelt

reflects on classroom visitations in England.
lAudrianna Allen and Elizabeth Neterer
"A Guide
Childr � n's Business,
to Play Haterials," in Harkun, Play:
pp. 50-51.
2rbid.,

p.

55.

14
The music corner in these classrooms served as a
nucleus for a variety of informal music activities.
Children were free to explore the music materials
on their own initiative and to discover basic
principles about sound and ways to organize sound
and silence to create music.l
She continues with her description of the music corner:
Written suggestions for activities were often
provided in the music corner.
Many of these
involved other areas along with music--language,
movement, drama.
Directions were given for such
activities as creating rhythntic and melodic pat
terns; making up tones for simple rhymes or poems;
imitating or reacting to a partner's rhythm, move
ment or melody; creating sound effects or descrip
tive music; making music for movement and move
ment for music; and improvising short musical
dramas. 2
Moore provides helpful suggestions for development
of creative activities in a learning center.
A child's musical experience cannot be considered
complete unless he has had opportunities to find
means of expression that are his own.3
She suggests creative activities which " ...allow experi
mentation with a variety of sounds,

possible usages,

and

means of notation."4

lMarie J. Westervelt, "Involvement and Integration,"
Music Educators Journal 60 (April 1974) :43.
2
Ibid.,
3

pp.

44-45.

Karen Moore, Note (Stevensville,
cational Service, 19� p. 310.
4Ibid.

Michigan:

Edu
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Hotchkiss and Athey suggest that in setting up in
dividualized or small group learning center activity
packets,

(1)

the following steps may be followed:
Set an objective that answers the questions:
(a) ��at musical concept is the student
responsible for developing?
(b) vfuat musical behavior will the student
exhibit?
(c) What degree of proficiency is expected?
(d)

How will the student demonstrate the
proficiency?

(2)

What musical activities or experiences are
required to reach the objective?

(3)

What alternative activities will be· given for
mastering the objective?

(4)

What materials and equipment are necessary to
accomplish the suggested activities?

(5)

What type of student assessment/evaluation
will be used?

(6)

What type of optional or in-depth musical ex
perience will further motivate and challenge
the learner?l

Examples provide individualized or small group creative
activity which encourages the child to exercise his own
ingenuity and to develop his own musical independence.
lcwen Hotchkiss and Hargaret Athey, Treasury of In
dividualized Activities for the Music Class (West Nyack,
Parker Publishing, lrr77), pp. 121-123.
New York:

16

Improvisation
Further investigation of current literature identi
fies a more structured or somewhat teacher-directed creative activity--improvisation.
tion,

In the use of improvisa

one assumes that the child understands certain

concepts,
example,

previously introduced by the teacher.
the child is aware of what a melody is,

a certain animal moves.

or how

When asked to create a melody

or move like a particular animal,
out rehearsal;

For

the child does so with-

he experiments in this task without being

judged for his competence.
Turner makes suggestions to the elementary teacher
about problem-solving activities involving creative
writing,

creative dramatics,

creative movement,

and

creative musical efforts with rhythm instruments in
order to develop the creative potential of children which
is " ... the practical end of all basic education."l

Out

of these various suggestions one may develop ideas for
programs,
Signs."

such as expressed in the unit,

"Follow the

The objective of the unit is to develop movement

in response to directions.
children make traffic signs.

For direction materials the
Also needed are large paper

lThomas N. Turner, Creative Activities:
Resource
Book for Elementary School Teachers (Reston, Virginia:
Reston Publishing, A Prentice-Hall Company, 1978), p. 2.
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bags with a hole for heads or "sandwich" signs on which
each child has drawn his ovm car.

It is suggested that

the traffic signs be placed around the room.

The chil-

dren imitate the sound and movement of cars.

They must

obey the traffic signs.

A policeman appointed from the

class will write citations for traffic violations.l
Doll and Nelson provide an example for improvi
sation through a story dramatization entitled "The Tired
2
Giant"

(see

Appendix A).

Characteristic movements are

suggested by different rhythm instruments.
heevy steps are imitated by the drum,
skip?ing by the tambourine.,
by the woodblock.

The giant's

the children's

and the children's hopping

After experimenting Hith matching

sound and movement,

the children are ready

the story without interruption.
portray the giant.

A child

is

to dramatize
picked to

The drum accompanies his walking

:r.hythm.
According to Doll and Nelson,

the children can make

a collection of creative activities,

such as "The Tired

Giant," -v;hich they will enjoy doing over and over,. per-'
haps with some improvement each time.

lrbid.,
2

However,

the

p. 85.

Edna Doll and Mary Jarman Nelson, Rhythms Today!
Silver Burdett, 1965),
(Morristmm, Ner.v Jersey:
pp. 62-63.
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activities should not be repeated so often that they
become mere formal gestures.
A similar type of improvisation by Siks introduces
poems and stories inviting action and characterization
for young and older children.

For example,

with the

introduction to the familiar poem and song,
Day"

(see

appendix B),

"Thanksgiving

by Lydia Maria Child,

Siks sug-

gests asking "How might you make believe you are a member
of a fc:.m:i.ly enjoying a sleigh ride through
grandfather's house'?"

Specifically,

the woods to

what might the chil-

dren do to shm.;r enjoyment of the ride and the snow?
After they arrive and are seated arm1nd a make-believe
table,

how might a sincere feeling o£ thanksgiving be

most effectively expressed before the delight of food
pantomimes begin?l
out the

The children will improvise and act

scene as they wish while singing this song.

For dance-drama,
music to >:vhich the
Dukas' The
the Wol�,
Pictures

children may move.

Sorcerer's
Saint-Sa e ns'

at

Barnfield provides a listing of

Apprentice,

Prok ofiev's Peter and

Danse Macabre,

an Exhibition.

Some examples are

and Mussorgsky's

2

lGeraldine Brain Siks, Children's Literature for
An Antho
Dramatization:
----!Qgy (New York: Harper aad Row,

1964) ' p. 39.
2
York:

Gabriel Barnfield, Creative Drama in Schools
Hart Publishing, 1963), pp. -137�139.

(New
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Howard points

out that "Children often delight in

making up their own improvisations based on personal
feelings and ideas."l

She begins by giving the children

suggestions for improvisations on their instruments-drums,

wood blocks,

recorders,

bells,

and bicycle horns.

triangles,

resonator

Some of her suggestions are

as follows:

(1)

Describe with your instrument the sound of
a banana being peeled, a person waking up,
a mouse finding cheese, a spider spinning
its web, ice cream melting, a fish ST.virnrning
in a lake, a sunset, a forest fire.

(2)

Make music that represents an object, such
as a neon sign, an iceberg, a beach in
summer, a computer, a lunar module, a cozy
fire, gray snow clouds, heavy rain clouds,
fluffy white clouds.

(3)

Make music that shows or describes an emotion,
such as disappointment, anticipation, hurt,
envy, and happiness.

(4)

Working with a classmate, describe together
in musical form an animal duo, such as a cat
and a tiger, a dog and a wolf, a rabbit and
a fox, a racehorse and a workhorse, a humming
bird and a hawk, a trout and a whale.2

Ziner provides specific suggestions for music
dramatization and improvisation as she discusses,
other values,

the purely musical values of dramatization.

lHartha Howard,

(April

1978):105.

2rbid.

among

"Sounds of a Sunsec," Teacher

95
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We know that as a child moves to music, his
sense of rhythm is developed.
Musical form can
be apprehended in repetitions of action during
refrains and songs with ABA form.
The musical
phrase must be realized if the sense of the verse
is to be portrayed.
Perceptive hearing is
enhanced as the child listens for changes in
instrumentation, accompaniment, style, dynamics,
or tempo which signal the change of mood and
action.l
Hensel suggests materials to use and activities to
perform in conjunction with commercial recordings which
allow improvisation and which encourage children to combine movement with music.

She states a purpose for each

activity and suggests appropriate materials and music for
each activity.

For example,

she suggests the following

activity to develop sensory awareness:
Purpose:

to introduce the children to the
concepts of pretending and imagining,
to introduce children to creative
movement

Haterials:

balloons (one for each child)
Balloons - Dance-a-Story Series2

Activities:

sensory awareness--cotton candy

"Have you ever had cotton candy?
What does it
taste like?
What does it feel like?
What does
it look like?
What happens to it in your mouth?
Can you chew it?
How do you hold on to it?
What happens if it gets on your face?
What is
it made of?
Hmv is it made?
Hho makes it?
Let's try eating some cotton candy.
I will

lRuth Ziner, "Why Music Dramatization?" Ne<v York
State Music Ner,1s 33 (April 1971): 23.
2

Paul Bar1in and Anne Barlin, Balloons,
RCA Records � 1964�
Story Series (New York:

Dance-a
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give you some (pantomimes eating it).
thrmv OUr Sticks in the waste basket.
Music:

"Cotton Candy"

II

Let's

(to the tune, "Fr�re Jacques")

Cotton candy, cotton candy,
Tastes so good, tastes so good,
It is pink and fluffy, it is pink,
and fluffy,
Yum, yum, yum.
Yum, yum, yum.
Creative Movement:

Balloons

(use Dance-a-Story)

Before playing the record, give each child a
balloon.
Ask the children to put the balloon
above their heads, below their knees, betv1een
their legs, throw it away, bring it near.
How
does the balloon feel?
�Tnat is inside the
balloon?
Hhat happens when the air goes out
of it?
Read the Dance-a-Story to the children.
Play the record and ask them to dance the story.l
The worth of improvisntian as a viable class method
of creativity lies in the fact that in improvisation,
children are given the opportunity to design, re-design,
reconstruct,

rearrange, symbolize, and extend the ele-

ments experienced on ·.all· previous· cognitive lev.el·s.
Thus, improvisation is a synthesizing experience.

2

Informal Creative Program
Current literature points to the informal creative
program as a fairly structured or teacher-directed

�

l
Ch�ldre�'s Development
N�n�y H. Hensel, Evaluatin
_
.
R and E
Cal�forn�a:
�n Creat�v�ty and Creatl.ve Drama
Research Associates, 1977), p:-bl.
2
Judith Thomas, "Orff-Based Improvisation," Music
Educators Journal 66 (January 1980):58.
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creative activity.

Usually theme-related,

this

type of

creative activity originates in the classroom.
Leask describes it this way:
In music theatre, that which is most worthwhile
is that which is performed with children in a
classroom, school hall, or gymnasium.
How real
such an experience could be!
How immediate the
responses!
And how close then would the school
come to experiences which not only contain special
"human feeling and thought" but also relate to
experiences which are not found only outside the
school.l
Sanders corroborates Leask'a remarks

and emphasizes

the importance of doing plays in the classroom,
the auditorium.
characters,

not in

She suggests that the play have lots of

male and female,

with a simple plot based on

something the children already knmv,
Complo suggests a theme,

such as fairy tales. 2

such as animals,

and p=o-

vides an objective and materials for each activity.

An

example follows:
Objective:

that the child will become aware
of the many ways animal bodies can
move and the sounds they make

Materials:

pictures of birds,
films, film loops,

cats, dogs, horses,
books, records

The child is asked to imitate the various movements and
lJeffrey Leask, "Music Theatre in Schools," The
Australian Journal of Music Education 21 (October 1917):

York:

2sandra Sanders,
Citation Press,

Creating Plays with Children
I970) , p. 7.

(New
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positions of the animals in the pictures.l

Music,

such

2
is played for dra.mas "Ballet of the Unhatched Chicks,"
atization.

Stories for acting out could be introduced.

"The Ugly Duckling"3 is one example.

Where the Wild

4
Things Are
is another book for dramatization.
Characters Needed:
Scenes:

Max, Mother, ten wild things

living room,

bedroom, sea,

forest

Max, a little boy, dresses up in his
Synopsis:
For his
wolf suit and shouts at his mother.
punishment he is sent to his bedroom vlitbout
He falls asleep and dreams his room
supper.
In
becomes a forest surrounded by the sea.
the forest he meets the wild things and he
soon becomes their king.
Parts to Dramatize:

bedroom,

sea,

forest

�Jhy did Hax go to his
Q"!.A.E�stions in Planning:
�1at
�1at appeared first in his room?
room?
What
vrnere did the boat take l1ax?
followed?
What kind of things did
was on the island'?
Max make the wild things do?
l

sister Jannita Harie Complo, Dramakinetics in the
A Handbook of Creative Dramatics and Impro
Classroom:
yised Movement (Boston:
Plays, 1974), pp. 43-46.
2
Modeste Mussorgsky, "Ballet of the Unhatched
Van
Chicks," from Pictures at an Exhibition (Ne\v York:
guard Recording Society, SRV-210) .
3 Hans Christian Anderson, "The Ugly Duckling," in
May Hill Arbuthnot, comp., The Arbuthnot Anthology of
Scott, Foresman, f901),
Children's Literature (Chicago:
pp. FT 311-315.

York:

4
Haurice Sendak, vJhere the Wild Things Are.
Harper and Row, 1963).

(NeH
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Materials:

Construction paper for

ears,

beaks

piano in backgroundl

Instrument Needed:

To further this theme,
from the Ark.2

cail8,

one might consider

After reading these poems,

ffiight draw pictures of animals,

�rayers

the children

make up their own poems,

learn these poems and learn songs that seem appropriate.
For example,

"Didn't it Rain?" could be tied together

\vith the story of Noah,
Hindow,

Noah."

3

as well as the song,

"Open the

Costumes and scenery might be used in a

culminating experience or informal classroom program.
4
Beck\vith suggests starting a "song bag. ,
song is learned,

pe"!:'fected,

and enjoyed,

As the

the class

secretary prints on a 3" by 5" card the name of the song,
the composer,

the key,

the starting note,

the beat,

and

the date on which it was considered \vorthy of joining the
song bag collection.
been accumulaced,

Hhen enough favorite songs have

they may become the foundation of an

assembly or classroom program.
lcomplo,

A narrative script may

Dramakinetics in the Classroom,

2carmen Bernos de Gasztold,
(New York:
Viking Press, 1962).

p.

127.

Prayers from the A.ck

3
Harold C. Youngberg, Beatrice Landeck, and Eliza
beth Crook, Making Music Your Own, Music Series, Gra.de
Silver Burdett, 1965),
Four (Morristown New Jersey:
pp. 123-125.
4
Mary Beckwith, So You Have to Teach Your 0\-m Music
Parker, 1970) , pp. 41-42.
(West Nyack, New York:
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be prepared to tie the songs together.
Cushing categorizes songs by subject.l
her book was published in 19 36,

Although

there is no more recent

publication comparable in approach.

For example,

if one

is looking for songs for an informal theme-related program about seasons of the year or patriotic observances,
Cushing is an invaluable but somewhat dated source.
Tooze and Krone discuss the music and literature
of those who have built America and of the people in
other countries of the world.2
poetry,

tales,

Some of their music,

and stories are presented.

One could

refer to them for ideas for an informal classroom program about our country,

as well as other countries.

Eighteenth century American life is emphasized by
Herb.3

Sources for songs and instructions for dancing

are discussed.

Suggestions for the presentation of songs

and dances are provided.
Chilver and Jones point out the importance of a
lHelen Grant Cushing, Children's Song Index (New
York:
H. W. Wilson, 1936; reprint ed., St. Clair Shores,
Michigan:
Scholarly Press, 1976).
2Ruth Tooze and Beatrice Kr1.0ne, Literature and
Music as Resources for Social Studies (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1955).
3sharon Herb, Bicentennial Source Book, Level I
ERIC Document Reproduction
(K-2) (Bethesda, Maryland:
Service, ED 1 0 6 189, 1974).
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demonstration-type program,

such as one improvised before

a small audience in a theatre-in-the round type of
physical facility.

For example,

after the children have

learned certain square dance steps and movements,

they

may be asked to put them together in a new way by a guest
square dance caller.

The children wear clothes which sug

gest western or country outfits.
partners and squares,
the calls.
valved,

They have pre-assigned

but they do not know the order of

There is no scenery and no

lavish expense in-

and parents and other interested,

but non-criti�al

spectators may be present at this demonstration.
But the teacher in a smaller school may well find
some comfort from the fact that in the professional
theatre, the best in quality is not often related
to the most lavish scenery and expense.l
Another idea is a developmental theme beginning
with the musical concept in the first lessor. and going
from there to the next lessons through demonstration.
For example,

Doll and Nelson provide the following sug

gestions for using an informal demonstration as the basis
for a culminating program of rhythmic activities in the
elementary grades:
Objective:
Younger beginners (five-year-olds)
should enjoy freedom of movement.
They should
_
be able to dramatize and respond to mus�c through
spontaneous large,-muscle fundamental movements.

Play

lPeter Chilver and Eric Jones, Designing a School
Taplinger, 1979), p. 12.
(New York:
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Activities:
finger plays, walk with variations Ln
direction or level, fundamental movements,
spinning tops and bouncing balls, the story of
"The Tired Giant"
Objective:
Older beginners (six- and seven-year
olds) continue to develop their ability to use
fundamental movements creatively and are ready to
begin some formal training.
Activities:
fundamental movements with control
signals, fundamental ballet movements, response
to color, from nothing to something
Objective:
Intermediate group (eight- and nine
year-olds) shows interest in formal drill.
Chil
dren in this group have a sufficient vocabulary
of movement to respond expressively to moods and
ideas.
Activities:
combination of fundamental movements,
creative use of fundamental movements, body bends,
stretches, response to mood, how we made a dance,
Rodeo
Objective:
Advanced group (ten- and eleven-year
olds) is ready for modern creative dance and some
ballet training.
Activities:
techniques of creative rhythms,
trot, He'eia, Dona Nobis Pacem l

fox

All the suggested activities have been discussed and
demonstrated in the book.
Jacobs suggests that Uncle Remus stories can be
used for an informal classroom.program.

Acting out fairy

tales also can be enjoyable to the children.
siders Peter and the Wolf2 a good musical work
lno11 and Nelson,

Rhythms Today!

pp.

2serge Prokofiev, Peter and the Wolf
Vanguard Recording Society, SRV-174).

She con
for a�ting

181-182.
(New York:
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out in an informal setting.l
Niles and Smith suggest four carols, "I Wonder as I
Wander," "Jesus, ,Jesus, Rest Your Head," "Jesus the
Christ is Born," and "The Carol of the Birds," to sing
2
and act out.

The story of each song is given with

teaching suggestions for presentation.

Finally, the

music to each song is provided with a record of Niles
singing each song.
Baird provides numerous listings of books from
which to draw themes for informal creative programs.

3

4
Among the listings is Playtime with Music
in v7hich the
theme, "Let's Play Zoo," has songs and suggestions for
creative responses.
In the informal creative program, the emphasis is
not on a polished performance but on exploration of
possible alternative responses to a suggested theme.
l

Ruth Krehbiel Jacobs, Children's Choirs
delphia:
Fortress Press, 1958), p. 197 .

(Phila

2
John Jacob Niles and Helen Louise Smith, Four
Holt, Rinehart and
Carols for Young Actors (Ne1;.; York:
Winston, 1962) .
3

peggy Flanagan Baird, Music Books for the Ele
Husic Edu
mentary School Library (Washington, D.C.:
cators National Conference, 1972), p. 7.
4
Marion Abelson and Charity Bailey, Playtime with
Liveright Publishing, 1967).
Nusic (New York:
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Formal Creative Program
The literature studied indicates that a more
structured or teacher-directed creative activity is the
formal creative program.
duced for an audience.

This type of program is pro
Shaw describes the procedure for

developing a formal creative program.
1
from scratch is not hard."

She allows two weeks for

brainstorming with the children.
situations,

"Starting a play

Characters,

and settings are listed.

problem

Through discussion,

the teacher and the children select enough characters for
a double cast in one classroom;

they decide on two prob-

lem situations;

they determine one location for action

to take place.

The next step is gathering dialogue.

Everyone has a chance to make suggestions.
ties up

loose ends, and three or

The teacher

four weeks of practice

begin.
Smith and Park emphasize the correlation of children's literature with other subjects in the elementary
curriculum.

2

ically opera,

The objectives involving music,

specif-

include the following:

lJean Rice Shatv, "An Easy ��ay to Produce a Play,"
Instructor 88 (December 1978): !+9.
2
James H. Smith and Dorothy H. Park, Word Husic and
Children's Literature Hethods (Boston:
Word Magic:
Allyn and Bacon, 191 7) , pp. 4lZf-418.
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The children will

(1)

understand the concept of opera (a union of
music, drama, stagecraft, dance, painting;

(2)

translate a favorite piece of literature
into musical expression;

(3)

create operatic music;

(4)

learn how to stage a production (painting
scenery, making costumes, creating props,
listening to music, writing scripts, speaking
and singing effectively, making prints for
posters and programs, and doing research).

For example,

the children may read the story,

Emperor's NevJ Clothes. "1
characters

"The

Next they could list the

and their characteristics.

A leitmotiv to

represent each character could be composed, based on
Words

the children's understanding of each character.
could then be added.
for events,

Additi0nal music could be composed

such as the parade in the streets,

and the

final confrontation of the emperor and the tailors.
There are three scenes:

the king's reception room, the

�.;reaver's room, and the street before the palace.

The

appropriate leitmotiv is played and/or sung each time
the character appears.

At the end,

it is desirable to

present a song that includes all the leitmotives.

Solo

and ensemble singing can vary their presentation.
lHans Christian Anderson, "The Emperor's New
Clothes," Arbuthnot, Arbuthnot Anthology, pp. FT 368-370.
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Films, filmstrips, and recordings based on chil
l
dren's books are listed by Green and Schvenfeld.

If a

musical production is being presented which is based on
a particular child's book or stoiy, it would be helpful
to see a film,

filmstrip, or hear a recording as prepara-

tion for the project.
As a classroom project, opera can be explored
through reference to an article in the now defunct
\\1oman' s Home Companion.

A puppet theater presentation of

Amahl and the Night Visitors2 is provided with a cutout
and paste up playhouse complete with scenery and characters.
Almost the entire issue of the October 1979 Music
Educators Journal is devoted to the subject of opera in
education.
Opera:

Specifically, the article,

"Learning with

Options and Resources," 3 makes reference to a

variety of sources and ideas for projects:

2"The Companion Presents a Family Theater," Woman's
Home Companion, December 1956, pp. 107-112.
3"Learning with Opera:
Options and Resources,"
Music Educators Journal 66 (October 1979): 34--35.
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(1) "Directory of Children's Operas"
Central Opera Service Bulletin 15,
no. 2 (Winter 1972/73):19-48.
An annotated listing of nearly 700 works
for students K-12, indicating length, cast
requirements, orchestration, publisher,
and place and date of first performance.

(2) John, Malcolm, ed.
Cambridge, England:
Press, 1971.

Music Drama in Schools.
Cambridge University

A collection of eight articles by British
educators who have written works for
students or have helped students write
and produce their own operas.
(3) La Valley, Josanne.
"Opera:
Not for Adults
Only."
Music Educators Journal 63 (September
1977):36A description of Manhattan Public School 75's
opera project.
With grant money and assistance
from the Manhattan School of Music staff, ele
mentary students have produced and performed
such works as Britten's Noye's Fludde, Kodaly's
Hary Janos, and Janacek's The Cunning Little
Vixen.
Drone may prove helpful in locating synopses of
operas,

operettas,

and musical comedies from collections

and periodicals.l
Roman points out that writing an opera or an
operetta can be a success:
The magic quality of a project such as this is
that it uses the whole person, the mind, the
emotions, the imagination, the working together
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in a group, and the projection of all this to
others (audience) is such a total experience
that its impact is lasting and positive.l
Block recommends Gilbert and Sullivan's The Hikado
for children, grade three.

The children he writes about

were learning about the manufacturing of silk cloth in
Japan.

They became interested in pictures of Japan and
Out of

decided to do a short play about the country.
this interest developed a workable script for

a

shortened

musical production of The Mikado.
In social studies, the children studied silk
production, costumes, and Japanese foods.
In
science, they used soybeans for a "plants grow"
project.
In arithmetic, they measured scenery,
added and subtracted heights and widths, and
worked out time schedules for rehearsals.
In
physical education, they practiced the short
dance routines.
For art, scenery was constructed
out of heavy wrapping paper and an endless roll
of masking tape.
All children helped to paint
the backdrop, which was large enough for them to
work in groups of eight, in four shifts.
Thank
goodness for �mshable tempera paints!
Each child
had a script, supplementary vocabulary lists were
made before and after each of the script readings.
The material was readily adaptable to a variety
of reading activities and other language arts
2
skills.
The children were highly motivated during this project,
and there seemed to be a better understanding by the
children of the reasons for learning.

Westmoreland also

lLois Roman, "Let's Write an Operetta," Music Edu
cators Journal 44 (November-December 1957) :70.
2

Al Block, "The Mikado at Eight," Husic Educators
Journal 58 (December 1971) : 30.
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of opera and opsretta in the

endorses condensed versio-::ts
upper elementary grades.

He points out how activities

tie in with other studies.l
Doyle has instituted a "Musical of the Month."
He types up the story and gives copies to the

class

with the \vords to the songs in a specific musical.
playing selections from the show,

along
After

he asks the nmsic

teacher to tape a medley of some of the songs.
possible,

2

If

the children attend a movie of the musical.

There can be a constant interplay of musicals '\vith other
subject areas,

such as the following

in closely with the history studies;

examples:

Camelot allows for

study of the Middle Ages and knighthood;
Roof can be used in social
shows

are made.

are acted out.

studies.

ties

1776

Fiddler on

a

t::ie

In art, posters for

For a dramatic activity,

certain scenes

All of this may lead to a culminating

program.
Chilver reminds the reader that in producing a play,
The only absolute essentials are a hall of some
kind and enough chairs for your audience to sit
on.
After these, the two most useful facilities
are a set of lights and a set of blocks or rostra
(elevated risers or levels of different heights
l

verr.on Westmoreland,

Musical Educators Journ"!-.!.

96-97.
92

2J":nnes T.
(October

Doyle,
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"Opera in the Sixth Grade?"
(September-October 1960):

"Broad'\.vay Comes

1975):62-63.

to Class," Teacher
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which are used as a stage). With these you can
create any kind of drama that you choose. Con
trary t ? popular elief, you do not need a
proscen�um stage.

�

Lane-Palagyi offers specific material to facilitate
the actual development of an assembly program.
We do not 'tvant our children to become passive
on-lookers at the life around them. Part of
the reason for the non-involvement syndrome
within our society is to be found in schools
which foster vicarious experience above student
participation.2
She states that one gets ideas for programs and assembli�
from the following sources:
(1) brainstorming with the class;
(2) the course of study;
(3) team teaching;

(4) an idea box which includes index cards which
tell what classes are studying, programs done
in the past, and ideas as they have occurred;
(5) film supplements, such as Maurice Sendak's
Really Rosie and Marlo Thomas' Free to Be
You and Me;
(6) communication media, such as children's
magazines. 3
lpeter Chilver, Staging a School Play (New York:
Harper and Row, 1967), p. 8.

�

2Addyse Lane-Palagyi, Successful School Assembl
Parker Publishing, 1 71),
Pro rams (West Nyack, New York:
p.
.

§

3rbid., pp. 30-31.
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l
Suggestions for topics for programs are provided.
Sample programs offered include "An Oregon Trail,"
"Coming to Oregon," and "Charlie Brown Discovers the
2
True Heaning of Christmas."
Pierini states that in choosing a script or in
writing one, she uses the follmving criteria.

(1)

Present a direct,

(2)

Provide action.

(3)

Include a "chase."3

simple story in dialogue.

Lane-Palagyi states that the purposes of formal
creative programs and assemblies are as follows:
(1)

to unify the school;

(2)

to enrich and cultivate classroom learning;

(3)

to inculcate common ideas,
patriotism;

(4)

to develop a cultural awareness;

(5)

to widen interests;

(6)

to develop good audience habits;

(7)

to develop self-expression.

lrb.

l
'
�(...

2

pp

0

rbid., pp.

6 "1- 74'

attitudes and

4

81.

82-104.

3sister Paul Francis Pierini, Children's Theater in
Seabury Press, 1977), p. 31.
Elementary School (New York:

p

0

17

4Lane-Palagyi,
0

Successful School Assembly Pr�rams,
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Formal

Commercial Production

The writer's study of current literature suggests
chat the most structured,

most teacher-directed creative

activity is the formal commercial production.
presentation of

In the

this type of formal creative activity,

published script and music is used.

a

When choosing a

commercially published musical for children or teenagers,

Burnau advises the reader to remember the followi:1g:
Limited factors of physical facilities and re
hearsal schedules are major items of importance
in the construction of preliminary planning of
the production of a musical.
These factors, to
gether with the music-dramatic talent available
are primary considerations 'tlhen selecting t.:he
type of
how to be presented for this year's
musical.

y

Spolin points out factors to consider when choosing
a play or program:

(1)

¥fno will my audience be?

(2)

How skillful are my actors?

(3)

Do I have the technical staff that can handle
the effects the play will need?

(4)

Is it a play I can handle?

(5)

Is the play worth doing?

(6)

Is it theatrical?

(7)

Will it be a creative experience for all?

lJohn Marcus Burnau, "Factors Concerning the
Production of the Musical in the High School," The
School Musician, Director and Teacher 38 (January

1967) :55.
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·(8) 'Is

l

tc in good taste?

The Education Index lists children's plays under
such topics as Christmas,

Spring,

Hallowe'en, or Ecology.

Books of published plays for children may be found in
the public or school library.

Plays,

Inc.,

of Boston,

is one of the main publishers of children's plays.
Logasa indexes plays by title,
2
tions and subject.
skits,

mimes,

classics,

author, by collec

Howard provides monologues,

acting games,

puppet shows,

panto

plays adapted from the

3
and comedy materials.

Chicorel provides a guide to plays published in
periodicals and books.
by author,

There are entries by play title,

by translator, by adapter,

by editor.

fortunat£ly there is no subject listing.
1

viola Spolin,
(Evanston, Illinois:
1963), p. 322.
2
Stage,
Faxon,

Un

4

Improvisation for the Theatre
Northwestern University Press,

Hannah Logasa, An Index to One-Act Plays for
F. W.
Radio and Television, 5th ed. (Boston:

1966) .

3vernon Linwood Howard, The Complete Book of
Doubleday,
Children's Theater (Garden City, New Jersey:
1969).
4
Marietta Chicorel, ed., Chicorel Theater Index
to Plays for Young People in P�riodica s, Ant�?l9�ies,
rary
T
Ch�corel LD
and Collections, val. 9 (New YorK:
Publishing, 1974).

�
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Cary1 recommends some published musicals which have
been incorporated into the listing in appendix H.

Also

included in appendix H are the following four musicals.
Williamson has composed Knights in Shining Armour,2
one of several "cassations," tiny operas to be performed
His "cassations"

in school rooms or anywhere informal.

are completely choral with no solo parts.

They last six

to ten minutes, and were conceived as a simple method of
teaching children about the mechanics of opera.
Let's Build a Town_,3 composed in 1930,

is a short

opera, simple and adaptable to different upper elementary
school settings.

Adventurous music teachers may want to

attempt The Little Sweep,4 even though the opera calls
for adult singing roles,
The Pink Siamese5 is

a

as well

as children's parts.

circus-related opera with quality

music, but the tessitura is high

(F above high

lEmily P. Cary, "Center Stage:
Teacher 95 (April 1978):95-98.

C).

Producing Husicals,"

2Malcolm Williamson, Knights in Shinin
Boosey and Hawkes, 19
(Oceanside, New York:

g

Armour

9).

3Paul Hindemith, Let's Build a Town (Valley Forge,
Pennsylvania:
European-American Music, ·1931).
4Benjamin Britten, The Little Sweep
Boosey and Ha�vkes, 1950) .
New York:
York:

Sseymour Barab, The Pink Siamese
Boosey and Hawkes, 1959).

(Oceanside,

(Oceanside, Ne'"
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Humphrey has composed Johnny Tremain,
more appropriate for middle school.

1

v1hich is

He emphasizes the

value of producing an opera and states that the process
of getting ready is the ultimate learning situation.

To

him,

the performance is the highlight of the entire proj

ect.

This value holds true for the elementary grades as

well when one is trying to produce a formal commercial
p�oduction or program.

Production Suggestions
When preparing a formal corrnnercial production in
the elementary school,

the music teacher must consider

many technical aspects having to do with the planning
and actual production.
sources which discuss
costumes,

scenery,

There are helpful literary
the following production topics:

make-up,

lighting,

sound and choreog-

raphy.

Costumes
The Severns

remind the reader

inexpensive print materials,
can be dyed

of the usefulness

as well

to utake costumes.

2

P a per

as

of

old sheets 'vh:Ich

patterns for

l

navid Richard Humphrey, "A Cc:nposition of a l'1usical
Play for Middle School:
Johnny Tremain',' (Ph.D. disserta
tion, Florida State University, lJ72).
2

Bill and Sue Severn,
Alfred A. Knopf, 1956), pp.

Let's Give a Show (New York:
DJ2-163.
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costumes can be found in the back of d::::-ess-pattern
catalogues.
Some sources of costumes are rummage or backyard
sales,

the Salvation Army,

dinner theatres,

who might contribute their children's

and parents

outgrown clothes.

Ideally a school should have two acting cupboards,
one under lock and key for use in serious public
productions, and another to which there is freer
access, a kind of "lucky dip" for general dressing
up or less pretentious occasions.l
"

BerkL suggests that long winter underwear or
pajamas with feet in them are the greatest help for
making animal costumes.
add socks for paws.

If there are no feet,

Hittens

one can

can provide the front paws.

The outfit may be dyed.
For the animal hood,
A piece about
deep is
bunny,

cloth may be folded in half.

twenty-four inches wide,

sufficient

(see figure 1) .

eighteen inches

For the ears of a

one may sew together two flannel pieces,

cardboard in between the two pieces.

and slip

Then the ears may

be sewed to the hood and the ears bent.

A cotton tail

may be sewed on.
1Barbara Snook, Costumes for School Plays (Newton,
Massachusetts:
CharleS"'I'. Branford, 1965) , p. 11.
2Barbara Berk, The First Book of Stage Costume and
Franklin Hatts, 1954), pp. 16-18.
Make-Up (Ne\v York:
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FIGURE

1

:2.4."

�

I '0 IJ

CL.Ortl.
F'OLDEC

For a monkey costume,

one may take a black stocking

for the head mask and stuffed tail,

and use a brown

l
leotard for the body.
Smith suggests the following:
Your village and peasant women will need skirts
and blouses of all kinds and colors to wear with
sha#ls and scarves and aprons.
Their men will
need old pants which can be cut off and buckled
below the knee, or tucked into high socks; and
smocks and old shirts cut off square at the bot
tom and belted in at the waist.
Bath tov1els make tunics for shepherd boys, or
turbans for orientals, or stuffing for clowns,
giants, and animals.
Tights, long underwear, knit pajama pants and
long stockings are good for knights, medieval

lpierini,

Children's Theater,

p. 49.
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princes, Robin Hood's men, elves, goblins, animals,
insects.
Costumes for dragons, horses or snowmen can be
built on chicken-wire frames covered with cloth.
Chicken wire also makes an excellent base for
big stiff skirts.l
2
provides general instructions about
Greenhowe
fabrics and other materials,
and cutting them out,
Robin Hood,

about making the patterns

and about sewing and gluing.
Little Miss l1uffet,

Friar Tuck,

and her Fairy Godmother,

Cinderell a

Little Red Riding Hood and her

wolf may be costumed by using a one-piece tunic pat:tern
or a one-piece pants pattern suggested in her book.
3
Chernoff
yet colorful.

provides ways of keeping costumes simple,
It is suggested that the children be �n-

couraged to make their own costumes.

Costumes may be

made with two pieces of cardboard like sandwich boards
with strings
shoes,

black,

over the shoulders connecting them.

For

soft-soled bedroom slippers are suggested

for both boys and girls because this type of shoe wil�
enable one to walk quietly on stage.
lMoyne Rice Smith, Plays and How to Put Them On
Henry Z. Walck, 1961), p. 27.
(New York:

ters

2
Jean Greenhowe,
Plays,
(Boston:
3

Costumes for Nursery Tale Cha:cac

1976).

Goldie Taub Chernoff, Easy Costumes You Don't
Taplinger Publishing, l9b9).
Have to Sew (New York:
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Costumes

of crepe paper can be used

wet can be avoided.

if getting

them

Dennison Nanufacturing Company

discusses how crepe paper may be used to costume such
characters as angels,

animals,

ballerinas,

and nursery

rhyme subjects.l
On the other hand,

2
Fisher and Robert:son

that an outfit made out of paper cambric,

point out

crepe paper,

cheese cloth or cellophane should be used carefully.
Crepe paper may be used effectively for curly petals
flowers.

on

Both crepe paper and paper cambric tear easily.

Cellophane is a fire hazard,

and cheese

cloth is too

limp.
3
provides pictures of period
Brooks-Van Horne
costumes and displays a short pictorial history of
costumes.
Scenery

Platforms
Smith stresses the importance of platforms and
movable steps for making different levels

and positions

�

lDennison Manufacturing Company, Eas
to Make
Framingham,
Colorful Costumes of Dennison Crepe Paper
Dennison Manufacturing, 1966).
Massachusetts:
2

caroline E. Fisher and Hazel Claister Robertson,
Children and the Theater (Stanford, California: Stanford
University Press, 1950), p. 128.
3
Brooks-Van Horne Costume Company, "Dress Through
the Ages" (New York:
Brooks-Van Horne Costumes, 1970).
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for placing

small or large numbers of children on stage.

Our platforms were all eighteen inches high but
were of different lengths and widths of plywood.
Small platforms on top of bigger ones make good
balconies and towers, and a�e good for thrones,
benches, beds, seats, and tables.l
Simple Sets
If flats are desired,
tions2 may be followed

Berk and Bendick's direc

(see figure 2).

Brace it across the
(l) Build a wooden frame.
Brace corners with flat, triangular
center.
Rear jack makes it stand.
pieces.
(2) If muslin is used, stretch muslin across front
Paint
Pull very tight and tack.
of flat.
muslin with sizing compound.
(3) Your flat is ready to decorate.
it over and over.

You can use

Simon3 is an all around gene�al source of information for finding out how to acquire material for scenery,
and how to build it.

��ong other books,

he refers to

Them

l
Moyne Rice Smith, Seven Plavs and How to Produce
Henry Z. Walck, 1968), p. 3.
(New York:
---

Show

2Barbara Berk and Jeanne Bendick,
Franklin Hatts, 195 7),
(NeH York:

--

How to Have a

p.-29 .

3Bernard Simon, ed., Simon's Directory of Theatrical
Hate rials, Services and Inforrnatwn, 5th ed. (New York:
Package Publicity Service, 1975).
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FIGURE 2

5'-5' X' I z../
FRAN\F.

l
Hake
and Hoggett.2

Both of these writers provide more

technical advice and directions for building scenery.

(New

l
Herbert Hake, Here's How:
Yo::.·k:
Sar.:1uel French, 1958).
2

chris Haggett,

Martin's Press,

1975).

Stage

Crafts

A Basic Stagecraft

(New York:

St.

Book
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As a contrast,

the Yeriansl suggest a simple way

for making flats without using wooden frames.

They

advise acquiring six sheets of stiff cardboard two feet
-.;ide and six feet high.

They take various pieces of

wallpaper and place them on the cardboard.

Then they

put an elastic strap on the back of each panel,
straight-back chairs,
of each chair,

get six

and slip the strap over the back

and arrange these units on the stage.

Pierini emphasizes the usefulness of any kind of
cardboard box.
stoves,

sinks,

Boxes can become cars,
refrigerators.

out and painted,

little boxes

buses,

trucks,

After these items are cut
at the rear with bricks

in

them may be attached to support the big cutouts.
A box can surround, hide, cover, or store objects,
it can contain or house items, divide space,
isolate objects, be decorated, painted,- cut out,
sat upon, sat at, lifted up in the air, carried,
buried in the ground, be worn as a dress or a
pair of shoes or can sit upon the head as a crown
or hat.2

Backdrops
Smith suggests that equipment that can be used over
and over again include a background drape.
Any material which handles well will make a good
drape to cover the back wall of your stage area.

l

cameron and Hargaret Yerian, ed., Fun Time Puppets
Children's Press otRegen
and Shadow Plays (Chicago:
steiner Publishing, 1974), p. 22.
2pierini, Children's Theater, p. 77.
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Stitch together strips of unbleached muslin,
cotton flannel or monk's cloth and dye.l

or

He goes on to suggest buying a parachute for a backdrop.
A government nylon parachute,

which can be bought
at an army surplus store, makes a beautiful back
drop.
It opens up into an enormous lightweight
circle of filmy white.
Dye it in a tub of sky
blue tvater paint.
Cut it in half and fasten the
straight edge of one of the big half-circles in
the top of your back wall.
Then cut the other big
half-circles in two and hang these quarter sections
at either side of the big one, spreading the folds
It will look rather like
to fan out at the bottom.
an airy, giant cobweb.2
Pie.rini3 makes several suggestions about the use of
Slides may be projected and used for a backdrop.

slides.

For a colored scene,

one might cut out small pictures

from magazines and adr.ere. clear contact paper to each
picture and soak it in turpentine.

The paper should pull

away from the plastic leaving the ink print on the
plastic.

After the plastic is dry it may be cut to fit

the slide frame.
With a 35mm camera,

one might take pictures of

scenery or of characters in the musical drama or program,
and project those pictures as part of the backdrop.
On slide frames purchased from a camera shop,

plastic �ay be cut to fit the frame.

A design with India

lsm�tn,
. ,

Seven Plays and How to Produce Them,

2

Plays and How to Put Them On,

smith,

3rierini,

Children's Theater,

clear

p.

pp. 81-8 2.

17.

p.

3.
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Then

ink or plastic ink may be drawn on the plastic.

the plastic may be encased in the frame and projected.
Hake-Up
Smithl suggests the following list as a basic makeup supply:
Lipstick
Cake rouge
Greasepaint liners
Hairpins
Scissors

White liquid shoe polish
Comb and brush
Cold cream
Facial tissues
Soap

The Severns2 remind us that
of cold cream.
people,

should have plenty

The base tone should be pink for younger

and yellow for an older character.

Berk is a good source for ideas about make-up for
children.
An informal program requires less paint than a
Most stage lights erase the
stage performance.
natural colors and shadows of a face and replace
The more light that is
them with unnatural ones.

used on the stage,

the more make-up is needed.3

The subject of hair and what to do with and about it is
discussed at length by Berk. 4
lsmith,

Plays and How to Put Them On,

2Bill and Sue Severn,

�.

p.

3Berk,
3l.

4rbid.,

Let's Give a Show_,

The First Book of

pp.

27-29.

p.

29.
p.

164.

Stage Costume and Make-
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Lighting
Chilver and Jones point out that the primary
function of lighting is to light the actors,
feet,

or the scenery.

colors,

not their

If the set is painted all in pale

a great amount of light -.Jill produce a glare and

the children's faces will fade out.

Therefore,

it may be

preferable to use a dark set which will not look brilliant under bright lights and which will allow the children to stand out against the scenery.

"A good lighting

plan can be devised with ten spots and a couple of
floods." l
If the lighting on the school stage is inadequate
and needs to be improved,

it would be helpful to consider

Berk and Bendick's suggestions:

A strong flashlight makes a good "spot" or spot-:
A bridge or table lamp and reflector can
light.
take the place of the floodlights professionals
use to light a whole stage.
In most camera and
hobby shops you can buy colored gelatins to place
in front of your lights to provide the color you
Sometimes it is possible to borrmv single
want.
spotlights and floodlights from an amateur photog
rapher.2
Smith suggests putting lights behind the front
border.

lchilver and Jones,
2

Berk and Bendick,

Designing

a

School Play,

How to Have a Show,

p. 37.

p. 43.
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Large sealed-beam lights are the best because
they have jointed connections to their sockets
and can be angled different ways to cut out
unwanted shadows.l

Sound
Lewan2 points out that by placing mikes on the
floor,

the sound is picked up faster because it has a

shorter distance to travel,

as it is projected from the

sound source and bounces off the floor.

The distance the

sound has to travel from the floor to the floor mike
shorter than to

a

is

mike which is placed above the floor.

Choreography
Lunt3 provides twelve dance routines with printed
music.

Some examples of suggested dance-step ideas are

"Cowboys and Lariats," "Pirate Parade," "Rhumba Rhythm
Rascals," "Sailors Ashore," and "Cymbal and Tambourine.."
Doll and Nelson4 provide a wealth of movement

and

folk dance ideas and directions for all ages of elementary school children.
lsmith,

Some examples of folk dances

Plays and How to Put Them On,

p.

20.

2
Mike Lewan, "Miking a Husical," School Musician,
Director and Teacher 47 (April 1976) :40-41.
3Lois Lunt, Program Dances for Tiny Tots
T. S. Denison, 1957).
(Minneapolis:
4Doll and Nelson, Rhythms Tad�
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presented are the schottische,

gavotte,

polka,

hora,

and

fox trot.

Summary
The preceding pages of chapter two have dealt with
literature related to particular types of creative ac
tivities.

(1)

The creative activities described have been

creative play,

(2)

individual or small group creative

activity within centers,
creative program,

(6)

(5)

(3)

improvisation,

(4)

formal creative program,

formal commercial production.

informal

and

Examples of each

creative activity have been described.

Suggestions from

current literature have been provided about costumes,
scenery,

make-up,

lighting,

sound,

and choreography.

CHAPTER III

DEFINITION OF CREATIVE ACTIVITY AND
SUITABILITY OF CREATIVE ACTIVITIES
FOR PARTICULAR SETTINGS

Introduction
The term,

"creative activity," often is 'lsed loosely

by many teachers without a clear understanding of its
basic meaning.

In music education,

it is necessary to

develop teaching objectives related to creativity and
to provide specific criteria for each type of creative
activity.

Therefore,

it is necessary to define

"creative

activity" in order to clarify potential creative settings
and to designate appropriate objectives for each setting.
Each creative activity will provide for the teacher a
creative environment and a means for developing specific
skills and

cognitive processes in the students.

Thus,

if

the music educator has the desired behavioral objective
clearly in mind,

and is aware of the environmental con

ditions of which the teacher and children are a part,

the

music educator can select the appropriate activity which
aids in the achievement of this objective.
Therefore,

the purposes of this chapter are
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(1)

to
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develop
and

(2 )

a

working definition of a "creative activity"

to categorize types of creative activities and

to consider their suitability for particular educational
and environmen�al settings, thus providing criteria
which will aid the music teacher in selecting a particu
lar type of creative activity for a specific setting.

Definition of a Creative Activity
In order to develop a working definition of a
"creative activity," several sources have been considered so that a rationale for the definition and criteria
for educational objectives can be developed.
The word "create," defined by Webster,

is "to cause

to come into existence, bring into being, make,
nate."

origi-

The adjective "creative," according to the same

source, means "creating or able to create, productive
(of),

inventive."l

This suggests that a creative activ-

ity is productive and active, not passive;

it implies

that there is the production of an object or an original
act.

Maynard emphasizes the active process i.n creativity:

"To create is to make, to bring into

life or being;

to

2
perform is to do."

lwebster' s New World Dictiona� of the American Lan
guage, college ed. (1960), s.v.---rrci"eate," and 'TCreative."

York:

2olga Maynard, Children and Dance and Music
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1968), p. 8.

(Ne1>J
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Torrance provides a more extended definition of the
word "creativity."
Creativity is the process of becoming sensitive
t? p:oblems, deficiencies, gaps in knowledge,
m7ss7ng elements, disharmonies; identifying the
d�ff�culty; searching for solutions, making
guesses or formulating hypotheses about the
deficiencies; testing and retesting them;
possibly modifying and retesting them; and
finally cormnunicating the results.l
This definition implies that problem-solving and invention are

important to creation,

since Torrance stresses

deficiencies, missing elements, and solutions through
divergent

thinking.

The words "making guesses"

suggest

the use of intuition or imagination.
Maynard stresses the importance of experimentation
and experiencing in the classroom:
A creative class is an exploration of sounds
and movements in environment (all that the
children knmv, think, and feel, and the ex
pressions they are capable of communicating).2
Maynard continues,
But in a purely creative music class, as in a
creative dance class, the child explores, finds
his way, learns to give and take, and acquires
skills and knowledge through active participation.3
lE. P. Torrance, "Rationale of the Torrance Tests
of Creative Thinking Ability," in E. P. Terrane�, and
William F. w�1ite, editcrs, Issues and Advances �n Edu
F. E. Peacock
cational Psychology (Itasca, Illinois:
Publishers, 1968), pp. 120-121.
2Maynard, Children and Dance and Husic,
3Ibid., p.

190.

p.

189.
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Roget uses the
"production,"

two synonyms,

"imagination" and

with the word "creative." l

eno1.1gh to formulate new "ideas";

It is not

these "ideas" must be

actively expressed through production.

Imagination--a

unique way of looking at things--leads to production--a
unique way of communicating these findings to others.
Land, in discussing the nature of creativity,
that if one is able to state a problem,
blem is important enough,

says

and if this pro-

the problem can be solved.

He

believes that the essential aspect of c�eativity is not
being afraid to fail.

He further states that "true crea-

tivity is characterized by a succession of acts each de
pendent on the one before and suggesting the one after."
Thus we can gather that a creative activity may entail
developing sensitivities to the nature of the problem,
exploring possible solutions without fear of failure,
utilizing intuition,

imagination, and inventiveness in

order to solve the problem,

and communicating the solu

tion through production in some form.

ed.

��

l o et's Thesaurus of the English Language, rev.
(19 1 , s.v. creative."
2

Edwin Land, "The Nature of Creativity," Foreword
to Creative Dramatics for All Children by Emily Gillies
Association for Childhood Education
(Washington, D.C.:
p. 6.
1973),
International,

2
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In the creative activity,
The teacher must not be intrusive but must resist
the impulse to inflict his expertise on the student.
He must be a guide, a creator of problems, a re
source person, a stimulator for creative thinking.l
Creativity cannot be imposed on the students.

It must

be a natural growth.
To understand the creative process and the excite
ment of intellectual exploration, and to be sensi
tive to the insights and problems of the students,
the teacher must have confidence in his own musical
judgments and a personal creative experience which
2
arises from his own persistent inquiry.
For the music educator,

the cTeative activity is a

It is a tool for behavioral change and

means to an end.

an opportunity to give the child the experience of intuitive and divergent thinking.

These objectives are

very different from the professional theatre director's
goals of entertainment and display of talent.

The music

educator should keep clearly in mind the difference be
tween his goals and the professional theatre director's
goals.
Through creative activity children are encouraged
to express themselves in a variety of original ways.
They are helped to discover and to develop concepts
about music.

They are aided in learning to appreciate

lRonald B. Thomas, Manhattanville Music Curriculum
Media Materials, 1970),
Program Synthesis (New York:
p. 23.
2

.
lbJ.d.,

p.

.

23,
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creative processes in other forms.

They are helped to

l
release inner feelings and tensions.

"A creative ac-

tivity brings into being that which is unique or original
2
within the knowledge or experience of the individual."
the common aspects of the defini

At this point,

tions which have been presented should be considered in
order to derive a working definition of a "creative activity"

within the educational framework.

tion stresses
ploration,

imagination,

action,

and production.

to fall into three parts:
to problems;

(3)

(2)

intuition,

(1)

Each defini-

invention,

ex-

The definitions seem

awareness of conditions

development of possible solutions;

and

production of an art object or performance.
Therefore,

for the purpose of this discussion,

working definition of a "creative activity"
stated as follows:

a

might be

A creative activity in an educational

setting is an active,

imaginative,

trial-and-error proc

ess by which a workable solution is found to an intuit
ively perceived problem.
outward act or production.
children,

The solution results in some
The human development of the

both individually and as a group,

is

the ob

jective of the activity rather than the entertainment of

Guide

lFairfax County Public Schools Music Curriculum
(Fairfax, Virginia, 1967), p. 78.
2

rbid.,

p.

78.
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an audience.

On the other hand,

an informative program,

written and produced in an artful,
be entertaining,

finished manner,

can

as well as educational.

Certain environmental conditions may influence the
scope and nature of the creative activity within the
educational setting,

and it is important,

therefore,

consider their effects on the creative process.

to

Environ

mental conditions which could affect creativity and the
creative activity are
able,

(1)

the physical facilities avail

such as the classroom,

room in school,

the living room,

or even the out-of-doors;
mental conditions,
volved,

a stage,

(2)

the multi-purpose

the backporch at home,

the psychological environ

such as the degree of evaluation in

the technique being used,

and the behavioral

change being brought about by this particular creative
activity;

(3)

involved,

such as their age,

the maturational level of the children

attention spans,
conditions,

their interests,

and their specific abilities;

their

(4)

other

such as the number of children involved,

their backgrounds of experience,

and the kinds of

teaching materials available.
As stated above,

the physical facilities may in

volve a variety of environments ranging from the class
room to the out-of-doors.

Creative activities which

take place in some of these surrom1dings may provide
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the child with the security of a familiar environment
such as experienced in "play."

On the other hand,

un

familiar settings may inhibit the child's creative im
Small spaces also may inhibit the child simply

pulses.

because of lack of
in open spaces,

space.

Some children move more freely

such as gymnasia,

so that these children

should be encouraged to experience this type of environ
ment.

The teacher should be cognizant of each child's

experiences and particular needs for a particular type
of space.
For the music teacher,

the type of creative ac

tivity is determined by the physical facilities.
example,

For

if the music teacher does not have a classroom

in which to teach and moves from classroom to classroom,
individual or small group creative activities within
learning centers are prohibited.

Improvisation and

informal creative programs may be brought about by
pushing back the desks to provide more space.
is a stage,

If there

there are possibilities for producing formal

creative programs and commercial productions.
The music educator should consider the psycho
logical effects of a particular creative activity on
the child.
an audience?

Is the activity a game or a performance for
Hhat technique involving sound,

and drama is being used?

movement

\\Till it be pantomime,
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improvisation on instruments,
creative dramatics,

play,

or puppetry?

creative movement,

What musical,

or movement concept is being taught?

dramatic,

vfuat type of be

havioral change is being brought about by this particular
creative activity?

For example,

the child's sense of

rhythm may be developed through creative movement.

Or,

the child may become aware of what a musical phrase is
when he is asked to make up a phrase on an instrument,
with his voice,

or with created movements.

participation in a formal creative program,
encouraged to develop self-expression.

Through
the child is

His self-image

also is enhanced.
Considering maturational levels of the children
involved,
age,

the music educator should consider the child's

his interests,

his attention span,

and his specific

abilities when the teacher is planning the particular
creative activity.

For example,

when asking first grade

children to create movement to a piece of music in ABA
form,

the teacher should choose a short piece of music

for limited attention spans,

physical stamina,

and

listening abilities.
Other environmental conditions which may affect the
choice of a particular creative activity chosen are the
number of children involved, their
perience,

backgrounds cif·ex

and the materials available with which to work.
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The use of improvisation is limited if there are a
large number of children in the room.
chorus may be preferable.;.

An organized

A commercial production with

a few leads supported by this chorus is possible.

Chil

dren who attend public performances frequently may be
more aware of how to move and work on a proscenium
stage.

This particular background experience has pro

vided them with this knowledge,

it is hoped.

If there

are no rhythm instruments or recorders provided within
the school setting,

working with such instruments is

prohibited.
In summary,

a creative activity in an educational

setting involves an active,

imaginative,

trial-and-error

process by which a solution is found to an intuitively
perceived problem and which results in some.
or production.
ment in mind,

Keeping the objectives for human develop
the teacher must be aware of such enviro�

mental conditions as physical surroundings,
cal responses,

kind of act

maturational levels,

psychologi

and conditional

factors which may affect the natu�e and scope of the
particular

creative activity.

These environmental con

ditions will be discussed at length in the categorization
of types of creative activities.

Also to be considered

is the extent to which the particular creative activity
is structured--originating with the teacher--or
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non··structured--·originating with the child.

It should

be remembered that for the music educator the human
development of children,
group,

both individually and as a

is the objective of the creative activity rather

than the entertainment of an audience.
an informative program,
ful,

polished way,

At the same time,

written and produced in an art-

can be entertaining,

as well as

educational.

Types of Creative Activities and Their Suitability
for a Particular Environmental Setting
The categorization of creative activities will provide a framework for developing teaching objectives and
viable criteria for the planning of and rehearsals
productions in elementary school.

for

The variety of ac-

tivities which are available make it possible to create
learning environments that can be selected for their
potential objectives.

Each type of creative activity

will be described in a suitable environment which is
determined by certain environmental conditions---physical,
psychological,

maturational,

and conditional.

It is helpful to categorize creative activities
according to whether they are student-centered,
be considered unstructured,

arid may

or whether they are merely

carried out by the student with teacher direction,
may be considered more structured.

and

By beginning with
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unstruct�ured creative activities,
established,
another,

a logical sequence is

and the activities seem to lead from one to

incorporating ideas from each type.

tive play of the young child,

short in duration and

possible in any setting without props,
group

play;

provisation

The crea

leads to small

group creative activity may lead to im
and so on.

This is not to imply that some

kinds of creative activity may not take place simulta
neously ur even out of the sequence suggested in this
Even so,

discussion.

beginning with the unstructured

and less structured creative activities,
proceed to the more structured,
sation,
of all

moving through improvi

a somewhat structured act,

to the most structured

creative activities--the production of a published
The types of creative activities to be con

musical.

sidered are

(1)

creative play,

(2)

individual or small

group creative activity within centers,

(4)

informal creative program,

gram,

the writer will

and

(6)

(5)

(3)

improvisation,

formal creative pro

formal commercial production.

Creative Play
In creative play the child is alone or in
group,

imagining and producing sound,

without adult or structured direction.

( acting

out

experiences they knmv,

movement,

a

small

and drama

As children play

and exploring ne\v
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cnes),

they make up their own l ittle rhymes ,

movements .

and

They enjoy dres s ing up and imitating the life

they s ee around them.

Creative play enables the child

to feel us eful and worthwhile.l
where,

s ong::;,

It may ta.ke place

most often outs ide of the clas s room.

of play can be

This

o.nytype

referred to and carried over into the

clas s room where the children s hould continue
of real life s ituat ions

and experiences

ment of their s ense of beauty and drama.

to make use

in the develop
For

example,

Such forms as the hand clap and ring play require
children to creatively coordinate verbal play with
dance and s ocial interaction.
While honing verbal,
phys ical and creative improvisational s kills,
children are involved in the s ocial world of their
peer group.
In r ing play, children form a circle
and chant and clap in unison while--one by one-
individuals go to the center to improvis e their
own dance oerformances to tbe words and rhy thms
of the gro�p.2
In the clas s room the children may be encouraged to continue the
dances

creation of more rhythm games ,

s ongs,

and

based on what they already know or have done.
Creative play is

teacher is
suitable
l

us ually uns tructured s ince the

not the motivating force.

Creative play is

in the following environments:

�

A Prc;tct cal
Billi Tyas, Child Drama in Action:
Spec�al�s ts/
Book
Drama
York:
Manual for Teachers (New
Publishers, l97�p. x i ii of Introduction.
2Thad S itton and Jan Jeter, "Dis covering Children's
Folklore," Teacher 97 (March 1980);58-61.
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(l)

Physical

The physical setting is informal,
of the classroom,

perhaps outside

or in a part of the classroom or school

building that can be set aside as a private "stage" with
little or no supervision.

(2)

Psychological

The child is not trying to please anyone but him
The child is using any technique vJhich occurs to

self.
him.

These techniques may be making up songs or sounds,

acting cut such things as ridi�g a make-believe horse,
acting and moving like a train,
dolls talk.

and making animals and

The child is acting out his feelings in

creative play.

By this means,

he is coming to a better

understanding of himself and his environment.

(3)

Maturational

The child is often pre-school or kindergarten age.
Some creative play,
hood.

however,

may occur throughout child

The child identifies �vith any animate or inanimate

object and is seldom self-conscious about pretending he
is anything in the world around him.
The child may be agile,
strength.

The child's awareness of the world around is

limited to what concerns him.
usually short.
words

'

but is limited by a lack of

His attention span is

The child may be able to read simple

but retention varies from child to child.
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Children can reproduce or make up

songs by rote before

they have learned to read.
(4)

Conditional

One child or a small group of children is involved.
Even in a small group of children there could be a
variety of background experiences.

The child imitates

and acts out what he knows and what he has experienced.
An urban or suburban child can act out the part of a dog
rather realistically but may be less able to act out the
part of an unfamiliar farm animal.

A child from a home

in which music is valued is aware of music and less in
hibited in the creation of musical sounds.
To facilitate creative play,
musical tops,

music boxes,

such items as puppets,

record players,

and various

percussion instruments may be desirable.
In summary,

since creative play is unstructured

and is not teacher-directed,

the music educator would not

necessarily use creative play as an activity in itself.
The teacher may be able to draw from it for other crea
tive activities.

It is rather difficult for the music

educator to observe creative play first-hand beca�se the
children involved often become self-conscious •·Jhen they
know they are being observed and change their play to
something they think will meet with the
al.

teacher's approv

Unobserved creative play is probably the only really
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unstructured creative activity.
in school,

however.

It is not out of place

Such an activity develops imagi

native and intuitive thinking.

Individual or Small Group Creative
Activity in Centers
Creative materials centers located within the classroom allow a small group or an individual to solve a
particular problem in dealing with sound,
drama.

movement,

and

Since the teacher is presenting the problem,

setting is somewhat

structured.

the

The goal is to help the

child develop the desire and ability for self-expression
through music,

movement,

and drama.

courage the child to make up

a

One activity may en-

dance to a song or find a

desirable accompaniment on rhythm instruments,
autoharp,

or piano.

bells,

Musical games may encourage acting

out what is described in the song.

Dramatics,

music,

and

dance go hand in hand.
In many of their aspects, both dance and music-
vocal music, at least--are themselves dramatic
forms, the one an enlarged or transcendent panto
mime (body movement)
the other an enlarged or
i
transcendent speech.
The child's involvement in musical creativity will,
hoped,

York:

prcvide the child with concepts

it is

of hmv music works.

lRichard Crosscup, Children and Dramatics
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1966), p. 108.

(New
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When creative materials cem::ers are used within the
classroom,

some structure is necessary even if it is only

to provide certain items,
struments,
and tapes.
not,

such as rhythm and tonal in

record players and records,

and tape recorders

If an autoharp is present and a recorder is

then the child can experiment only on the autoharp.

TI1e activity is somewhat directed by the teacher.

More

structure is provided if written or pictured instructions
or suggestions

are present in these centers.

dividual child might be asked to make up a
tion on certain rhythm instruments.

An in

short

composi

This child or a

small group might then be asked to match these sounds
with movement.

Movement with a song or song story could

be encouraged.

The children may want to listen to

some

records provided and try to decide which music best
describes feelings,

suggests a story,

or accompanies

a poem.

Individual or small group creative activity in
centers

(1)

are suitable in the following environments:
Physical

The physical setting is usually a classroom.

(2)

Psychological

The child is not on display,
proves any effort he makes.
guided techniques.

and the teacher ap

The child is using teacher··

He might move to the music he hears,
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\vork with puppets,

make up

going to the store,

a

short dramatization about

or compose a song about birds or a

song that is slow and soft.
The child is continuing and expanding his knowledge
of the world of sound,

movement,

and drama.

poses the problem of making up a tune,
experiments
(3)

The teacher

and the child

and decides upon his solution.

Maturational

The child is school age.

He is interested in the

equipment and wants to work with it.

The child likes

musical games and acting out stories,

poems,

and songs.

The child begins to understand the use of symbols--word,
musical,

and number.

Not only can he make up a tune,

but

he also can begin to symbolize it.

(4)

Conditional

One child or a small group of children is involved.
The child's background of experiences and understanding
may suggest the creative activity.

An urban child

would understand the effort of composing a song about
a firetruck as opposed to one about a yak.

The extent

of the individual or small group creative activities in
centers is enhanced or limited by the number of centers,
and kinds of materials in them.
In summary,

settings are informal in somewhat

structured creative materials centers.

Even so,

parents
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and other interested spectators may visit the room,
few at a time,

unannounced,

a

to observe and to be present

at some of these spontaneous and creative activities.

Improvisation
In improvisation,

sound,

movement,

or drama may be

created and performed without rehearsal or making plans
ahead of time.

This creative activity can be used with

a number of children working as a large group or in small
groups.

In a more structured or channeled creative play

activity in which the teacher provides the idea or theme
as the nucleus,

the child improvises or plays out the

idea by acting,

singing,

For example,

playing instruments,

or moving.

the teacher might suggest that the children

improvise the movement of kites.

They could then dart

and jump about as they envision the movement of kites.
The purpose of these improvisatory activities is to allow
the children opportunities for intuitive and divergent
thinking,

as well as for the presentation of this

thinking in an informal production.
As in the case of the individual or small group
creative activity in materials centers,

improvisation

within the classroom must have some structure in order
to prevent chaos.
children

Usually an idea is presented to the

for their consideration--a problematic idea.
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For example, the child nay be asked to act out
something,

such as a robot.

He does so spontaneously,

without forethought or rehearsal .
experience.

It is an immediate

A picture might be shown, and the child

might be asked to dramatize the action in the picture .
Music may be used as a stimulus to creativity in panto
mime or bodily movement when the children are asked,

"How

does the music make you feel?"
Improvisation is suitable in the following environments:
(1)

Physical

The physical setting is usually the classroom,
multi-purpose room,
(2)

a gym,

the

or even a stage.

Psychological

The child,

asked to solve a problem,

is not per-

forming for an audience but for his own enrichment and
enjoyment.

The child is using the teacher-guided tech

nique of "a game deeply rooted in children's play."1

As

the child plays this "game," he is working from his own
feelings or knowledge and not just copying someone else.
The child is experiencing

sorr.e

positive behavioral change.

HcCaslin describes creative dramatics as an art and a

Stage

lEdna Conrad and Mary Van Dyke, !-lis tory_ on the
Van Norstand Reinholn�Tl), p�7.
(New York:

socializing activity.l
emotions,

It is

a way of learning,

expression.

�healthy release of
and a means of self-

Improvisation in music and movement also

fulfills these needs.
(3)

Maturational

The children are of school age.
out stories.

They like to act

Chilver points out the importance of impro

visation in the classroom in the elementary school.

He

suggests taking a folk tale and acting it out in small
2
groups.
The children like to move.
the te.acher tell the children,

White suggests that

"I will pretend to be deaf.

I have bought a particular record which I cannot hear."
The children are asked to show how it sounds by moving
hands,

feet,

heads,

or any other parts of

the body.

The children's interests are important.

3

There is

always interest in pretending and improvisation,

espe

cially if the children have had a great amount of exposure
to this type of creative activity.
struments still remains.

room,

The interest in in

Movement is enjoyed by all ages.

l
Nellie McCaslin, Creative Dramatics in the Class
David McKay, 1974), pp-:-I::rs.2nd ed. (Ne.v York:
2

chilver,

Staging a School Play,

3
Interview with Alba 'VJhi te,
Lower School, Richmond, Virginia,

pp.

24-26.

St. Christopher's
20 August 1979.
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(t+)

Conditional

The child may be part of a small or large group of
children.

The child's ability to create may be limi�ed

or enhanced by his background of experience.
example,

For

a child was observed walking like a crab in

response to

a slow and soft piece of music.

This child

was found later to be taking out-of-school lessons in
gymnastics.
Thus,

He had practiced this

walk previously.

he had this experience from which to draw in his

improvisation.

A child who may be fortunate enough to

experience additional
riding,

gymnastics,

lessons of any kind--horseback

dancing,

instrumental--may draw upon

these experiences in his classroom improvisation.
To improvise on tonal and rhythm instruments,
these materials must be available,

and the music

may include this aspect of improvisation in the
objectives

if these materials are present.

teache:::
teaching

Of course

the children could make their ovm instruments.
Finally,
educator

improvisation should be used by the music

throughout the grades.

If the children are

comfortable with improvisation from their experier,ce �,_n
the kindergarten through second grades,
inhibited in their participation '"hen
later elementary grades.

they will be less

they re.ad-:

the

It is helpful also to keep

in
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mind that a child with a good self-image is not afraid
of new experiences.

Informal Creative Program
An informal creative program criginates in the
classroom.

It is usually theme-related.

arise from many sources:
a story,

season,

class!."oom work,

The theme may
the date or

or miscellaneous events.l

A creative assembly begins with an idea and ends
with a dramatization.
The idea dces not originate
with the children or with the teacher.
It may have
been in existence for centuries--or only since
yesterday.
Yet once it has been discovered, inter
preted, and built into a program with a beginning,
a middle and
conclusion, there has been a cre&
.
t�ve process.

�

For example,

if the fifth grade is studying the

history of the United States,
America,
the

3

the class might use

a poem about many aspects of our country,

as

basis of a program on patriotism.
Music

(singing and dancing),

children's art pictured on slides,

dr&rnatic vignettes,
as well as actual

slide pictures of related material,

can be incorporated

into the narration provided.

l

Polly Robbins Lowndes,
T. S. Denison,
(Ninneapolis:
2

Ibid.,

3

1956).

p.

Creative Assemblies
-p. 18.

1961),

7.

Ruth Tooze,

America

(New York:

Viking Press,
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Early spring n1ay be considered as an example of

a

season which lends itself to particular activities.
Early spring is the kite-flying season.
about kites could be explored.

Poems and songs

Slides could be taken

of the children making kites and flying them.

A pro

gram based on the theme of kites could be presented with
these songs,

poems,

and slides.

If this informal crea

tive program turns out unusually well,

it might be

repeated for invited guests.
Structure is definitely evident as the children
create an

informal program.

Under guidance of the

teacher the program grows out of the daily classroom
activities.

These informal

creative programs may take

diverse forms.
An informal creative program is suitable in the
following environments:

(1)

Physical

The physical setting is usually the classroom,

but

the demonstration may be moved to the multi-pur·pose room,
the gym,

(2)

or the stage.
Psychological

The children work to bring about a satisfying
classroom presentation for their own enjoyment,
as

for the enjoyment of invited guests,

as well

if the class

feels up to inviting a small number of spectators.
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The children may use various techniques--drama
tization,

composition of music and production of it,

and

creative movement--bound together around a common theme,
a special occasion,

a holiday,

a season,

or a unit of

They may explore already-composed songs and

study.

poems brought together by some unifying theme.
The children experience the behavioral change
brought about through involvement in an informal creative program.

The behavioral change has been described

this way:
The program necessitates doing well those things
which are to be done in school anyhow.
In a word,
rich and wholesome living calls for celebrations
and sharing; there is beauty and zest and social
satisfaction and re-creation wherever we may be,
if we have but learned to see and react creatively
to the resources of the environment.
For this
type of living and learning, programs--"creati e
y
programs"--offer especially servi.ceable means.

(3)

Maturational
Their

The children are elementary school age.
interests include the holidays,
cowboys and Indians,
and dolls,
children

airplanes,

(grades K-2)

the seasons,

science fiction,
Snoopy,

T.V.

cars,

space traveL
doll houses

programs. 2

The young

should have little dialogue to

lJosephine Murray and Effie G. Bathurst, Creative
Silver Burdett,
Ways for Children's Programs (New York:
iv-v.
1938), pp.
2Interview with Martha Giles, Children's Programs
Workshop, Virginia Commonwealth University, July 1975.
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deliver.

Hime and walk-on are preferable in the drama

tization of a story,
ments

(walking,

running,

or poem.

skipping,

hopping,

C)

3-5)

(middle C to A

The older children

are capable of more challenging endeavors.

They may take on more dialogue.
be demonstrated.

(4)

galloping),

and simple patterns played on rhythm

and tonal instruments are suitable.
(grades

Fundamental move

Songs with a limited range

may be used.
above middle

song,

Formal dance steps may

The singing range is extended.

Conditional

The entire class should be involved.

The children's

backgrounds of experience may determine the contribution
of the children.

These experiences should be considered

when class and teacher are trying to decide on the theme
for an informal program.

The teacher and children should

have a wealth of materials--music books,
instruments,

tape recorder and cassettes,

and records,

piano,

drawing paper,
able as

library resources,

crayons,

paint,

tonal and rhythn1
record player

camera and film,

and slide frames--avail

they explore a particular theme.

In summary,

after consideration of all these en

vironmental conditions,

the music teacher may decide that

an informal creative program is suitable.
involve long hours of rehearsal.

It should not

The dramatization may

be little more than a framework for singing and dancing.
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A classroom Christmas program may express in this form
what the children have been learning about the customs
of various peoples.

Chilver states that the children

need not be drowned in a mass of costumes,
brilliant lighting.

scenery,

and

The presentation can be done in

broad daylight in the middle of the gym or multi-purpose
room with the audience sitting around the performers.
He emphasizes the use of a theme vJith the addition of
music--songs and dances--and gymnastics instead of a
scripted play.

EveYyone should be involved.

l

Formal Creative Program
A

formal creative program may be a variety or

talent show where the children make up their own acts,
or get suggestions from the teacher who rehearses with
them.

It can be theme-oriented or non-theme-oriented

and may be presented for an audience.

An adaptation by

the teacher of a published musical for children may be
presented.

Well-known songs may be adapted to an origi

nal story or original songs may be added to a familiar
story.
story,

Last of all,
dialogue,

an original musical consisting of

and music written by the teacher and/or

children may be produced.

All of these are audience

involved creative activities.

lchilver,

Staging a School Play,

pp.

24-26.
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A formal creative program is highly structured or

teacher-directed.

Planning a program and rehearsing

the program become important because the final result
will take place before an audience.

A formal creative

program is suitable in the following environments:

(1) Physical
The physical setting may be one or many classrooms.
From there,

the rehearsals and performance may be moved

to a multi-purpose room,

a gym,

but most likely onto a

stage of some kind.

(2) Psychological
The child,
audience,

aware that he will be performing for an

will anticipate this opportunity with joy.

The

child performs in a musical dramatization with a written
script or narration and original or well-known songs.

A

talent or variety show is possible also.
For the child,

the most important educational value

lies in the understanding of the interrelationship of the
arts--dance,

drama,

art,

and music.

When children help create the form and content
of a program, they share imaginative and
critical experience in visualizing effects
and anticipating consequences. l
looll and Nelson,

Rhythms Today!

p.

182.
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(3) Maturational
Children of all ages in elementary school may
participate.

"As they grow older,

creasingly aware,
ment."l

as a group,

children become in

of the joy of achieve

The children are interested in performing.

For many children, public appearance is a
powerful motivation.
Hhen they know they are
to be "in a show," they work harder, become
more co-operative, and often contribute
original ideas.
They react readily to the
2
discipline and responsibility of preparation.
Goldberg goes on to comment on this interest.
All learning is increased by motivation and
the motivational situation of an enjoyable
diversion has obvious advantages over the
typic&l formal classroom.3
Younger children do well with movement and songs of
limited range tied together with some kind of narration.
Older children can handle a certain amount of increased
complexity.

An increasing amount of dialogue may be

Older children can perform formal dance steps

used.

and can sing more rhythmical and range-extending songs.
lrbid.,
2

r'Ol.
·d

.

'

p.

182.

p.

182.

3Moses Goldberg, Children's Theatre:
and a Method (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Hall, 1974), p. 15.

A Philosophy
Prentice-
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(4)

Conditional

Children from one classroom or many classrooms may
participate.

Children,

of experience,

regardless of their backgrounds

seem to like to perform.

His expe

riences may determine the amount of responsibility a
certain child may be given.

One type of program would

be more suitable than another according to experiential
considerations.

For example, in a highly homogeneously

religious or ethnic community,

certain holidays would

be emphasized.
Resource materials, such as scripts and music
books,

piano, staff paper,

typewriter,

and mimeographing

stencils and paper may be needed to plan and prepare a
formal creative program.
Finally,
tive play,

the music teacher may draw on the crea-

individual or small group creative activity

in centers,

improvisation,

and infonnal classroom crea-

tive activities in the planning,

development, and pro-

duction of a formal creative program.
Whether a production reinforces scientific
concepts, language arts skills or other cur
riculum studies, the experience is bound
to build children's self-confidence and
often reveals hidden musical talents. l
l

eary,

"Center Stage:

Producing Musicals," p.

95.
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Formal Commercial Production
A formal commercial production is a staged produc

tion of a published script and music.

It may be produced

by students in one classroom but usually involves a
larger group of children.

It is the most structured

creative activity of all.

A formal commercial produc

tion may require little spontaneity in the final stages
and a great amount of planning and rehearsal.

It is

suitable in the following environments:

(1) Physical
The physical setting may begin in one or more classrooms,

but soon is moved to a rehearsal hall--multi-

purpose room or gym--and from there to a formal performance area,

usually a stage.

(2) Psychological
The children will be performing for a critical
audience.

They will use the technique of dramatization

of the particular published play or musical drama.
The children may find a new sense of worth and
self-esteem through their efforts.

A musical

drama

production can unify many educational programs in the
school.
In all arts there are two ways of study:
doing
(performing) and receiving (being an audie�ce).
Certainly for the youthful beginner the do1n9
and performing of the art is fundamental to 1.ts
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study, whether it be painting,
or theatre.l

dance,

music,

(3) Maturational
The children may be of any age.

The effort is most

likely to be made by upper elementary children

3-5).

(grades

The children become more interested in perform

ance in a group endeavor such as this as they grow older.
Scripts dealing with Halloween,
cowboys and Indians,

adventure,

space and science fiction,
fairy tales,

and ChristOlder chil

mas are of great interest to the children.

dren are capable of learning to project verbally and
vocally.

They can handle a certain amount of dialogue.

(4) Conditional
Children from one classroom may participate,
usually more than one class is invol·ved,
entire school.
lessons,

but

sometimes the

Children who have access to private music

and who attend public performances of plays and

musicals more readily step forward to participate in
formal commercial productions.
world may be introduced.
part,

To others,

a whole new

Randall found that for the most

participation in music-theatre productions was
l

Gregory A. Falls, Introduction to Children's
An Antholog , by
for Dramatization:
ture
Litera
Row, 1964),
Harper an
Geraldine Brain Siks (New York:
p. 4.

�
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found to change the musical taste of the elementary
children he studied.l
Funds must be available for the purchase of
published musicals,
making costumes,
Finally,
production,

as well as the materials used in

building sets,

and acquiring props.

by utilizing a formal commercial

the music educator could accomplish many

objectives:
(a)

the enhancement of the feeling of belonging,

(b)

the emphasis on music and musical study in
the school,

(c)

the importance of singing in the chorus,

(d)

the promotion of good will and public relations
throughout the school and the comn1unity,

(e)

the cooperation with and among teachers and
fields of interest within the school,

(f)

the education of children and audience about
putting on musical productions,

(g)

the elevation of appreciation for musical drama
among children and audiences.

Summary
In chapter three a working definition of
tive activity" has been developed.

a

"crea-

A creative activity

lcharles Andrew Randall, "The Effect of Participa
tion in School Music-Theatre Productions on the Music
Selection Behavior of Elementary and Secondary School
Students" (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University,

1975).
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in an educational setting is an active,

imaginative,

trial-and-error process by which a workable solution
is

The

found to an intuitively perceived problem.

solution results in some outward act or production.
The human development of children,
and as a group,

is

both individually

the objective of the activity rather

than the entertainment of an audience.
Certain environmental conditions may influence
the scope and nature of the creative activity within
the educational setting.

Environmental conditions which

may affect the type of creative activity used are
(1)

physical,

such as the

classroom,

multi-purpose room in school,
backporch at home,
logical,

a.

gym, a stage,

the living room,

or even the out-of-doors;

the

(2)

psycho

such as the degree of evaluation involved,

technique being used,

the

the

and the behavioral change being

brought about by the particular creative activity;

(3)

maturational,

volved,

such as the age of the children in

their interests,

their specific abilities;

their attention spans,

(4)

other conditions,

the number of children involved,
experience,

and
such as

their backgrounds of

and the kinds of teaching materials avail

able.
Creative activities have been categorized accoYding
to the degree of structure or teacher involvement.

The
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types of creative activities considered are
play,

(1) creative

(2) individual or small group creative activity

within centers,
program,

(3) improvisation,

(4) informal creative

(5) formal creative program, and (6) formal

commercial production.

Each type of creative activity

has been considered for its suitability for particular
educational settings.

These settings are determined by

certain environmental conditions--physical,
cal,

maturational,

and conditional.

psychologi

A framework for

development of teaching objectives and viable criteria
for the planning of and rehearsal for productions in
elementary school has been provided.
among these creative activities,

When choosing

the music educator may

find it helpful to bear in mind that "All forms of acting
and re-enacting and playing can be used as an agent for
putting together and experiencing knowledge."

lconrad and Van Dyke,

1

History on the Stage,

p.

9.

CHAPTER IV

INTERVIEl.JS
To develop data and criteria f or a

sourcebook for

the produc t i on of musical dramas and progra:-r:s in the
ele!llentary
who have

school,

the writer has intervieHed teachers

had experience in the production of programs in

the e l ementar y

school.

Teachers interviewed have pro 

vided practical suggestions and useful ideas

music: productions fo:;:- el ementa r y age groups.

related to
These data,

in comb i n ati on w:Lth sugges tions from cur r e n t literature
and personal experiences
clusion in the
Chapter

gestions

sourcebook.
four will report the interviews and

sug

provided by teachers working in the area of

eleme::n:ary

A

have been considered fo:;:- in

scr.ool r;msical drama and program production.

list of tl::e fifty-nine teachers who have been inter

viewed is

provided in appendix C.

Teachers in the nearby

counties have been asked to re s pond t o the

Othe1� respon-::ients

are

ques1:ionnaire.

those l�nmvn personally by the

write r .
The

fi:::-st

f�rmation about

fou.r ques tions

the

deal with background in-·

teachers interviewed,
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including
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the highest
drama,

cegrcc,

the formal courses taken in m-usical

program or theatre production,

children taught,

the age of the

and the number of years of teaching

experience.
The remaining questions in the interview relate
to different aspects of program preparation and
Questions five and six relate to the

production.
teachers'

criteria for selecting a particular type of

program.

Questions seven and eight repo!:"t

the resource

materials used by the teachers interviewed.

Question

nine asks the teachers for practical or helpful
suggestions in the following areas of production:
costumes,

scenery,

choreography,

make-up,

lighting,

singing and acting.

properties,

Questio� ten is an

open-ended question asking for pertinent co®�ents about
"putting on programs" in the elementary school.

Section One:

Background Tnformation

To establish background
teachers interviewed,
one asks,

"T,.Jhat

have a Ph.D.,

information about the

four questions are asked.

is your highest degree?"

teacher has

TC1ree teac.:her:s

twenty-two teachers have master's

thirty-three teach2rs have bachelor's
no col�ege degree

Question

degrees,

(see table 1).

degrees,
and

one
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TABLE

1

DEGREES HELD BY TEACHERS INTERVIE\.-7ED
Highest Degree
Attained

Number of
Respondents

Ph.D.

3

Master's

22

Bachelor's

33

None

1

Question two asks,

in musical drama,
so,

where?"

"Have you had any formal courses

programs,

or theatre production?

If

Only forty-nine teachers have responded to

this question.

Of those responding,

had not taken any courses in musical

thirty-two teachers
drama,

program or

Five teachers have attended the week-

theatre production.

lor.g Children's Musical Theatre Workshop,
monwealth University,

during tr.e

Virginia Com-

s�mer of 1975.

Three

teachers have taken drama courses at Virginia Commonwealth University,

Richmond,

Virginia.

Courses mentioned

by one teacher only are as follows:

(1)

Choreography Horkshop, Virginia Commonv.7ealth
University, Rich�ond, Virginia, summer, 1979

(2)

Creative Dramatics, Rhode Island College,
Providence, Rhode Island

(3)

Dance Workshop,
D.C.

American University,

Washington,
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(4)

Dance Workshop, George Washington University,
Washington, D.C.

(5)

Drama classes,
Indiana

(6)

Drama course, University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, Virginia

(7)

Fred Waring Choral Workshop,
Pennsylvania

(8)

Husical drama course,
Canton, Missouri

Culver-Stockton College,

(9)

Musical drama course,
Nashville, Tennessee

George Peabody College,

(10)

Musical drama course,
Indiana

Hanover College,

(ll)

Musical drama course,
Ohio

Malone College,

(12)

Musical drama course,
Fort Hayne, Indiana

St. Francis College,

(13)

Musical production course, Eastman School of
Music, Rochester, New York

(14)

Operetta production course,
Camp, Michigan

Indiana University,

Bloomington,

Delaware Water Gap,

Hanover,

Canton.

Interlocken Music

fifty-four courses have been mentioned.

All together

The

discrepancy between the fifty-five answers and the forty
nine teachers v7ho have responded is accounted for by
the

fact

course

that

some teachers have taken more than one

(see table

2).

Question three asks,
you work?"

"With what age children do

Forty-three teachers work only with childre.n,

ages four to t�;velve,

five teachers �vork with children,
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TABLE 2
F0&'1AL COURSES :!:N N1JSICAL Dl�lvL\ TAKEN
BY TEACHERS INTERVIEHED
o
s..�;
ts
_,.N
..::. o...:.
. -...:
=-n
:.:.=: :P....:
R::. :..:e::..:
:..:
n� d
=- e

C o_u_-��
Individual courses

14

VCU drama course

3

Child:;:-en's M'..lsical Theatr e
�k;ri<.shop, VCU

5

None

32

ages thi�teen �o eighteen,
college students,
as

four teachers instruct

and three teachers v7ork with adults,

well as children.

direc�ly with children

Four teachers

are not working

(see table 3).

TABLE 3
AGES OF CHILDREN �\liTH �lli0f1 TEACHEKS HORKED
Age of children

No.

Respondents

4-1.2

43

l3-18

5

college

4

aJ.l ages

3

no

direct contact

4
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Question four asks,
teaching?"

"How many years have you been

Four teachers have taught for twenty-five

years or over,

nine teachers have taught between twenty

and twenty-four years,

nine teachers have taught between

fifteen and nineteen years,

eight teachers have taught

between ten and fourteen years,

sixteen teachers have

taught between five and nine years,
have taught less than five years

and thirteen teachers

(see table 4).

TABLE 4
TEACHING E XP E RIE NCE OF TEACHER S
INTERVIEWED
No.

No.

Teaching 'j_ears
_

_

ResEondents

25+

4

20-24

9

15-19

9

10-14

8

5-9

16

0-5

13

Criteria for Selecti�
Section Tv:-o:
--·-ana i?roducing a Program

--

Questions five
criteria

and six deal with the teachers'

for selecting and producing a part:Lcular type

of program.

Question five asks,

"What are your cr7_teria

for selecting a particular type of program?"

Twenty-four

teachers state their criteria for selecting and producing
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a program in the elementary school to be consideration of
the basic musical value of the material to be used

and

'

its over-all educational worth in terms of theme and
text.

Seventeen teachers state that they choose a

program on the basis of its vocal suitability for an
elementary school child.

Fourteen teachers say that they
Twelve

are guided by the interests of the children.
teachers respond that
relevance

they choose a program by its

to a particular season of

the year.

T\·Jelve

teachers state that they consider the technical difficulties of a production as a prime consideration.
teachers say that

they consider the number of children

who can be involved an important criterion.

Eight

teachers state that they consider audience appeal
important.

Eleven

as

Six teachers mention that age and grade

level of the children involved ar:e important considerations.

Six teachers say that they try to select a pro

gram v1hich will tie into other classroom projects.

Six

teachers respond that they consider the length of the
program an important criterion.·

Three teachers mention

that preparation time available is an important considera
tion.

Mentioned once

traditions,
cooperation,

are the following criteria:

the amount of dialogue,

teacher interest and

instrumentation limitations,

proving the child's self-image,

school

ways of

happy endings,

no

im
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violence,

attempts at variety in presentation,

and the

personal strengths of the music tea.cher producing the
program

(see table

5).

Question six asks,
like to do?"

"�fuat kinds of programs do you

Thirty-two teachers recoT!ffi1end theme

related programs--classroom projects or seasonal--con
nected by narration and full of a variety of songs
dances.

and

Twelve teachers prefer adapted scripts from

well-known Broad\vay musicals and fairy tales.

Five

teachers recommend concert-type programs presented by an
upper grade chorus with a few visual aids.
like to use publisheci musicals.
to do any type of program at

all.

Four teachers

Two teachers

prefer not

Discrepancies be

tween t:he number of answers and the number of respondents
occur 'l.vhen the question is not ans'l.vered or when the
question is ans'l.vered in more than one way

Section Three:

(see table

6).

Resource Materials Used

Teachers working in the area of program production
in the

eler.1entary school have been. asked to recoramend

resource materials which have besn helpful
th2i:c �·mrk.

(magazines,

Q1..1.estion
books)

seveLl

asks,

to them in

"To what �mblica.r:ions

or resources have you referred in

plannin.g your programs'?"
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TABLE 5
CRITERIA FOR SELECTING A PARTICULAR PROGRAM
Criterion

No.

Resoondents

Musical and educational value

24

Vocal suitability for elementary
school child

17

Interests of the children

14

Season of the year

12

Technical difficulties

12

Number of children involved

11

Audience appeal

8

Age and

6

grade level of children

Classroom projects

6

Length of the program

6

Preparation time available

3

School traditions

1

Amount of dialogue

1

Teacher interest and cooperation

1

Instrumentation limitations

1

Ways of improving child's

1

self-image

Happy endings

1

No vio l1�nce

1

Variety in presentation of program

1

Perscnal

1

strengths of music

teacher
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TABLE 6
TYPES OF PROGRAMS PREFERRED BY TEACHERS INTERV
IEWED
Type of Program

No.

Respondents

Theme-related, songs and dances
connected by narration

32

Adapted scripts
songs

12

with well-known

Concert by upper grade chorus

5

Published musicals

4

None

2

Books

Children's Books and Col
lections of Pla�
Five teachers point out the value of referring to
children's stories and coJ.lections of plays
and school

in the public

libraries.

Professional Books
Specific mention is made by one teacher of certain
professional books.

The list of these recorr�ended books

may be found in appendix D.

Music Textbooks and/or
Guides

E.:tght �eachers
-

state that textbooks and/or guides

'i.v·ere of aid to them in their program planning,
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preparation,
guides

and production.

A list of textbooks and

may be found in appendix E.

Catalogs
Twenty teachers say that they refer to catalogs
from publishing companies.

A list of the companies

which have been mentioned at least once may be found in
appendix F.

Human Resources
Six teachers point out the value of human resources,
such as other music teachers,
clinicians in workshops,

classroom teachers,

and

specifically,

Ms. Barbara Amen, Instructor,
Richmond, Virginia

University of

Dr. Martha Giles, Assistant Professor,
Commonwealth University

Virginia

Journals and Magazines
Thirty-one teachers say that they refer to journals
and magazines for help in planning programs.

A list of

the jou�nals and magazines which have been mentioned at
least once may be found in appendix G.
The preceding data,
and collections of plays,
textbooks and/or guides,

which indicate children's books
professional books,
catalogs,

music

human resources,

and

journals and magazines referred to by the teachers who
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have been interviewed is presented in table 7.

TABLE

7

RESOURCE MATERIALS USED BY TEACHERS INTERVIEWED
Resource Materials
Books
Children's,

No.

Respondents

play collections

5

Professional

16

Textbooks and/or guides

8

Catalogs

20

Human Resources

6

Journals and magazines

31

Recommended Published Musicals
Question eight asks,

"Is there a particular pub

lished musical drama that has met your needs successfully?"

Six teachers

state that they rely on the I..Jalt

Disney youth nmsicals of Alice in Wonderland,
and Cinderella.

Bambi,

Six teachers say that they have used

various productions from Michael Brent Publications.

A

list of published musicals which have been suggested by
individual teachers or through a particular workshop
project is located in appendix H.

Some Broadway musicals

are mentioned as having possibilities for adaptation to
meet the needs of an elementary school,
conjunction with a high school.

or to be used in

This list is located
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in appendix H also.

The preceding data are presented

in table 8.

TABLE 8
RECOMMENDED PUBLISHED HUSICALS
Published Musicals

No.

Respondents

Disney youth musicals

6

Michael Brent publications

6

Individual productions
No suggestions

23

Section Four:

Practical or Helpful Hints

To obtain practical

suggestions for producing a

musical drama or program in the elemer1tary school,
question nine asks,
hint in regard to
scenery,

"Please give a practical or helpful

the follm.;ring topics:

properties,

make-up,

singing and acting."
been interviewed,

lighting,

costumes,
choreography,

Of the fifty-·nine teachers who have

some do not comment on each topic.

Costumes
Fifteen teachers suggest making the parents respon
sible for the child's costumes,
sketch home as an aid.
nial celebration in

sending a pattern or

During this country's bicenten

1976,

p at t e�ns for colonial costumes

were in abundance in pattern catalogues.

Nmv

these
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patterns can be purchased in Hilliamsburg

(but more

expensively).l
Fourteen teachers stress the idea that the costumes should be simple and easy to make,
free movement.

allowing for

Nine teachers substitute masks,

symbols of costumes for complete costumes,

or

sometimes

using one unifying accessory to identify members of a
group.
The importance of keeping a basic supply of leo
tards and tights is stressed.
with tempera pB.int.
skeletons,

!Cor example,

v1hite on black for

and orange on black for tigers can be used.

The paint washes out.
scarf,

Leotards can be painted

sleeves,

Accessories,

such as a hat,

a

or a plain tunic can be added to sug

2
gest character.
Suggestions for head gear to symbolize the entire
costume follow:
goggles;

egg cartons painted green make frog

bottoms of paper bags make bonnets or hair;

a

paper plate with small paper cups for the nose and the
ears makes an animal head;

mob caps worn by chorus

lrnterview with Albert Reynolds, Highland Springs
Elementary School, Henrico County Public Schools,
Virginia, 8 August 1979.
2
rnterview with Lucy Stockdell, St. Catherine's
School, Richmond, Virginia, 20 August 1979.
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l
members suggest tmmspeople in a production of Oliver.
Seven teachers allow or encourage their children
to make their own costumes at school.
rnake a grass skirt,

For example,

to

a child can take a large plastic

garbage bag and cut it into strips and attach it to a
2
waistband.
Six teachers try to involve the art teacher or
other classroom teachers in the making of costumes.
Five teachers suggest organizing a committee headed by a
seamstress,

either a parent or a teacher,

the making of costumes.

to supervise

Two teachers ask parents and

children to bring in old costumes for a costume closet.
Mentioned once are the following suggestions:
teacher makes the costumes,
to help,

the music

the PTA organization is asked

the Salvation Army is approached for help,

ner theatres are asked to contribute old costumes,
the director

dinand

is encouraged to hold a dress rehearsal

well in advance of the performance so that costu.rne diffi··
culties can be corrected.

It is important to have a

semi-dress rehearsal before the full dress
(see table

rehearsal

3

9).

lrnterview with Patsy Hallett, Henrico County Pub
lic Schools, Virginia, September 1979.
2
rnterview with Linda Honaker, Henrico County Pub
lic County Schools, Virginia, September 1979.
3
rnterview,

Reynolds,

8 August 1979.
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TABLE 9
SUGGESTIONS

COSTUME

BY TEACHERS

Suggestion

No.

Make parents responsible
for costumes
Keep simple,

INTERVIEWED
Respondents

15

easy to make

14

Use masks or other symbols
of costumes

9

Allow children to make
at school

7

Involve art and/or classroom
teachers

6

Use committee headed by
seamstress

5

Collect old costumes from
parents, children

2

Hake costumes oneself

1

Ask PTA

1

to help

Ask Salvation Army for costumes

1

Ask dinner theatres for
costumes

1

Hold semi-dress rehearsal in
advance of dress rehearsal

1

Scenery
When asked for helpful hints about scenery,

sixteen

teachers suggest involving the art teacher and art
students.

of
Eleven teachers point out the usefulness

cardboard in making scenery.

In a production of Peter
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Pan,

a cardboard ship leaning agains�

used successfully.l
scenery,

"When cardboard 1s used for �ak'1ng
·

all one needs is cardboard,

saber saw,

risers has been

and tempera paint."2

a circular or

The writer hastens to

add that a great amount of imagination and ability are
needed also.
One suggestion is to take three refrigerator boxes
with four sides each.

After placing them side by side,

one may paint an entire scene.

1tfuen the paint dries,

the boxes may be turned the same way a quarter of the way
round and another scene painted on them.

This process

may be repeated tHo more times �vith the end result of
four scenes.3
Giles4 makes the following suggestions for uses of
cardboard in building scenery

(see figure 3):

To make a silhouette of Bethlehem

(1)

(or any city)

Take a large box, such as a mattress box
from a furniture store.
Open it out so
Cut into strips ap
that it lies flat.
proximately 3' by 20' (adjust to stage).

lrntervie�v with Alba White, St. Christopher's
School, Richmond, Virginia, 20 August 1979.
2rnterview wi.th Mark Chervenak, Highland Springs
Elementary School, Virginia, l October 1979.
3rntervier,.;r '"ith Becky Clarke,
Schools, Virginia, September 1979.

Henrico County Public

4r.nterview v7ith Martha Giles,
University, July 1975.

Virginia Commomvealth
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(2)

Paint in black silhouette the outline of
the city.
Allow to dry before cutting
away unwanted cardboard.
Otherwise, edges
will curl.

(3) Brace on back with wood lathing.

FIGURE

3
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Ocean waves,

trees and bushes,

can be made in the same way.

as \vell

as single trees

Scenery may be made secure

and steady with a bag of sand placed on the lathing be
hind.
Si.mple \·Woden frames can be covered with card
board,

instead of canvas or muslin,

scenery.

to make flats for

Many companies which make cardboard products

may be willing to provide a reasonable amount of card
(see appendix I) .1

board for the construction of scenery
Nine teachers stress simplicity,

striving for the

large effect with few details in the scenery.

Eight

teachers ask parents for help in constructing scenery.
Two teachers,

instead of using muslin or cardboard,

cover the flats with ordinary bulletin board paper,
which comes in a roll.

Dupont Industries produces a

paper-like material called "tyvek" which is even better
because it does not tear

(see appendix I).

The follmving suggestions have been made once:
putting flats on wheels for movability,
sheets for a backdrop,
children as scenery,
flowers,

hearts,

using painted

not using a front curtain,

using free standing trees,

or whatever is colorful,

Reynolds,

8 August

1979.

pinning

to the back

curtains to bring about a quick stage perk-up,

lrnterview,

using

storing
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scenery in the same way and place each time, and using
slides or an overhead projector for scenery.

Rear pro

jection of an entire set on a backdrop has many possibilities.

In a production of Oliver,

thin paper is used.

a back curtain of

Behind the back curtain an overhead

projector provides a silhouette of London.l
One teacher states that flats are a necessity.
2
Reynolds,
through his budget, has been able to purchase
flats through the years.

He and the art teacher take

these flats yearly, lay them down on the floor and paint
them a neutral color with latex paint.
on a long handle is used.

A roller brush

After the paint dries, they

sketch with chalk the design desired on this neutral
background.

With tempera paint they fill in the design

with a paint brush and sponge.
shading on objects,

The sponge provides

such as leaves.

If the art teacher

is not available, a picture could be projected with an
overhead projector onto the flat.
picture, one could paint it.

After outlining the

This is time consut!ling.

Two teachers emphasize the usefulness of human
resources

(see appendix I).

The preceding information

gathered from .teachers.who have.t!lade suggestions about
l

interview, White,

2

Interview,

20 August 1979.

Reynolds,

8 August 1979.
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building scenery is presented in table

10.

TABLE 10
SCENERY SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHERS INTERVIEHED
Sugges!ions

No.

Respondents

Involve art teacher,
art students

16

Recognize usefulness of cardboard

11

Strive for simplicity, large
effect with few details

9

Ask parents for help

8

Cover flats with bulletin board paper

2

Use human resources

2

Put flats on

1

wheels

Use painted sheets for backdrop

1

Don't use a front curtain

1

Use children as scenery

1

Pin decorations to back curtain

1

Use slides,

,
.1..

overhead projector

1

Buy flats

Properties
Six teachers state that they ask the parents to
provide

the props.

few preps.
simple,

Six teachers advise the use

Five teachers say that

of very

props should be

large enough to be seen but not overpowering.

Three teachers

suggest having students make the props.
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Three teachers caution against borrowing articles which
cannot be replaced,

and suggest keeping a written record

of what has been borrowed.

Two teachers use many props.

Other suggestions which have been made at least once inelude the following:
of props,

put a dependable child in charge

let each student look after his own props,

props of paper,

make props of cardboard,

vJrap to cover -.;-mod for swords,
times,

and keep the props

make

use Reynolds

practice with props many

in the same place for storage.

The preceding data, which deal with the use and handling
of properties,

a�e presented in table 11.

Make-Up
Nineteen teachers stress keeping make-up simple
and natural for the elementary school programs with
emphasis on highlighting the eyes

and cheeks.

Seven

teachers suggest putting the make-up in the hands of the
parents,

while five teachers suggest getting profes

sional help from a local department store cosmetic de
partment.

Two teachers never use make-up.

buy all the make-up they use themselves.

Two teachers
Two teachers

a 1 11ouses.
f
·
suggest buying make-up from pro.essLon
Kelly Make-Up

1
is the best make-up"

(see appendix

l
rnterview with Bradford Boynton,
wealth University, July 1979.

"Bob

I).

Virginia Common
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TABLE

11

PROPERTIES SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHERS INTERVIEWED
Suggestions

No.

Res:eondents

Have parents provide props

6

Use few props

6

Keep props simple

5

Have

3

students make props

Don't borrow props that cannot
be replaced

3

Canvass school for props

2

Use many props

')

L.

Place dependable child in charge
of props

l

Let each student look after his
own props

1

Make props of paper

1

Make props of cardboard

1

Cover wood with Reynolds Hrap
for swords

1

Practice with props many times

1

Keep props in same storage place

1

Two teachers suggest asking parents and teachers for left over make-up.

"Put a note in each teacher's

box asking

for old and cast-off make-up with which to experiment
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for the up-coming production.
dance."

There will be an abun

1
2
advises
Boynton

Two teachers discuss hair.
getting white shoe polish,

and with the applicator,
After the hair dries,

brushing the polish in the hair.

it can be combed back and gives the aging effect.
To darken the hair,

polish will wash out later.
suggests taking carbon paper,

For another effect,

"Dippidy-Do" and applies

it to wet hair.

he combs it back.

he

and after crinkling it up,

rubbing it on the hair.

dries,

The

he takes

When the hair

This brings about the wet look.

A temporary rinse won't hurt the hair,
the problem of what to do with hair.

and it may solve
The preceding data,

vlhich deal with make-up suggestions are presented in
an over-all view in table 12.

Lighting
Twenty-three teachers emphasize the importance of
lighting

the children's faces.

Twenty teachers say

that

the lighting in their particular elementary school is
minimal or inadequate.

Four teachers use an overhead

projector or a filmstrip projector as a spotlight.
l
rntervie'.v with Anita Price.
Schools, Virginia, July 1979.
2rnterview,

Bo:ynton,

July

One

Prince William Public

l979.
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tea.cher uses

gooseneck desk lamp as

a

a spotlight.

One

teacher uses flood lights bought at the hardware store.
Four teachers suggest experimenting with strobe
blacklights,

revolving Christmas tree lights.

teacher gives

a

lights,
One

suggestion for a homemade spotlighc.

Four teachers suggest training one teacher or one child
to run the lights and rehearsing with t�1em as much as
needed.
TABLE 12
MAKE-UP SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHERS INTERVIEWED
Suggestions

No.

Keep make-up simple,

natural

Respondents

19

Put ma.ke-up in hands of parents

7

Get professional help

5

Never use make-up

2

Buy all the make-up yourself
Buy make-up from professional houses
Ask parents,
make-up

teachers for left-over

Highlight hair

.l
....
A sugg est�or:

')
'-·

2

2
2

for making a homemade spotlight

fo llo<,;s : 1
l
nrina Lacy, Instructor, Introduction to Theat�e,
Virginj_a ConhTT,onwealth University. spring semester 19 Jl.
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Materials needed:

(1)

a

large juice can from the school

(2)

a

20"

(3)

two 1112 stove bolts
and washers

(4)

one U-bolt

(5)

one porcelain socket

(6)

two

(7)

one connnercial spot or floot light

(8) 3'

#6

cafeteria

piece of strap iron

stove bolts

(2"

(1"

long)

with "'ing nuts

long)

(150

watts)

heavy duty electrical cord and male plug

Take the reflector flood light,

put it in the large juice
Use

can which has been painted black inside and out.
colored gel on the front

(see figure

4).

If the program is to be given at night,

it is

desirable to hold a rehearsal at night so that the
lighting difficulties can be anticipated.
cue chart should be drawn up.
cated,

A lighting

If the lighting is

compli

an experienced adult should work the lights.

The preceding data are presented in table 13.

Singing and Acting
When asked to give helpful suggestions or hints
about

singing and acting,

six teachers say that

encourage the children to project,
speeches.

�ot shout,

they

songs and

Six teachers suggest choosing simple songs
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FIGURE 4

3' HEMY JViY EL.t.eTR.tcfll
Coi<D -+ mALE Pu>6
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TABLE 13
LIGHTING SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHERS INTER
VIE\-JED
Suggestions

No.

Respondents

23

Light children's faces
Most elementary school lighting is
minimal or inadequate

20

Use overhead or filmstrip
projector as a spotlight

4

Use a gooseneck desk lamp as
spotlight

1

Use flood lights bought f�om
hardware store

1

Experiment with strobe,
revolving lights

black,
Lf

Follow instructions for making
homemade spotlight

1

Train one teacher or child to
run lights

Lf

suitable to the children's voices and interests.
teachers do not use mikes.

Five

They use small groups of

children to sing solo parts unless there is an outstanding child who can handle the individual part alone.
They make sure the children stand close to and mostly
facing the audience.

Four teachers suggest having the

children overpronounce the words when singing or speaking
with good vocal and facial expression.

Two teachers

ensure parts for all the children participating.

Poor
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singers are given speaking or backstage jobs.

Two

teachers make sure everything is memorized by the
children.
lines.

One teacher uses programs with few speaking

One teacher emphasizes the importance of

motions with the songs presented by a large chorus,
as well as by individual children.
to choose soloists who can act,

One teacher says

as well as sing.

One

teacher points out the importance of a great amount of
practice.

Table 14 presents the data collected.

Choreography
Teachers

have been asked to give helpful sugges

tions and hints about choreography in the production of
elementary school musical dramas and programs.
teachers suggest
or experienced
children.

Fifteen

finding an "expert" �vho is interested

in movement and dance to work

with the

Thirteen teachers keep movements and dances

simple with large hand,
to the audience.

arm,

and feet movements visible

Eight teachers point out that children

enjoy movement and dance and have good suggestions for
movement,

especially if they have had movement experience

all through their school life.

It

is suggested that

creative movement be used \vith kindergarten children.

In the lower grades,

the "Show me \vhat you hear" game

is effective.

later,

Then,

when the children begin to
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TABLE 14
SINGING AND ACTING SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHERS INTERVIEWED
Suggestions

No.

Encourage projection,

not shouting

Respondents

6

Choose simple songs suitable for
children's voices,

6

interests

Do not use mikes, but use small
groups for solo work and stand
children near and facing audience

5

Have children overpronounce words with
good vocal and facial expression

4

Ensure parts for everyone with poor
singers as speakers or working
backstage

2

Have everything memorized

2

Use few speaking lines

1

Use motions with songs

1

Use soloists who can act

1

Practice

1

learn definite dance steps,

they will be less inhibited

if they have had this early training.
make up dances.

1

The children can

Then together the teacher and students

may settle on definite movements for a particular program.
linterview,

White,

20 August 1979.
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Five teachers suggest letting the music motivate
the movement and using different levels of movement to
hold the interest of the audience.
seem to be following a definite,

If the dance steps

predictable pattern,

then a sudden variation may be added to give the audience
"a surprise."l
Five teachers rely on themselves for choreography,
drawing ideas

from various sources,

and live performances.

such as T.V.,

movies,

Four teachers point out the

importance of a great amount of practice.

Table 15

provides an over-all view of the data collected on
choreography from teachers interviewed.

TABLE 15
CHOREOGRAPHY SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHERS INTERVIEWED
Suggestions

No.

Respondents

Find an "expert"

15

Keep dances simple with large
movements

13

Get suggestions from children

8

Let music motivate movement and
use different levels

5

Rely on yourself with ideas from T.V.,
movies, live performances

5

Practice

4

shop,

linterview with Frances Wessels, Choreography Work
Virginia Commonwealth University, June 1979.
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Final Comments
Question ten asks,

"Do you have any other comments

to make about putting on programs in the elementary
school?"

Seven teachers point out that >vhen putting

on programs,
followed.

educational objectives should be made and

Programs should be an outgrowth of music

classroom activities or correlated with the activities of
the classroom teacher.
importance of

Seven teachers emphasize the

enthusiasm on the part of the music teacher

overseeing the project of putting on a program,

in order

to bring about this feeling among the children and other
teachers involved.

Six teachers begin planning early and

allow for plenty of rehearsal time.

"The mechanics of

doing a program can make or break a program."

1

Organization is everything.
I always practice
individual dances, scenes, etc. , on stage
separately before the entire group comes to
practice.
Don't over-rehearse, yet make sure
2
thar. the students feel confident and prepared.
Six teachers suggest involving the talents of many
teachers--physical education,

art,

classroom--in a team

effort of producing a musical drama or program in the
elementary school.

Six teachers emphasize involving

as

lrnterview with Shirley Diggs, Henrico County
Public Schools, Virginia, 10 September 1979.
2
IntervieH with Julie Jones, Chesterfield County
Public Schools, Virginia, 16 October 1979.
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as many children as
participation in,

possible in the planning of,

a program.

and

It is hoped that this

involvement will improve the children's self-esteem.
Six teachers point out the rewarding challenge of
putting on programs,

and that not enough teachers do it.

"Programs are tremendous for stimulation,
and public relations.

Love them!

fun,

enjoyment,

They make marvelous

1
memories to retain from elementary school."
Three teachers feel that the project of writing a
sourcebook for the production of musical dramas and
programs in the elementary school is a worth1vhile and
needed endeavor.

Three teachers suggest calling on

local colleges and parents for help in putting on pro
grams.

One

teacher reminds the reader

not be long and drawn-out.

that programs need

One teacher says that there

may be pressure to use all the children within limited
stage areas.

One teacher presents

musical dramas in

surrrrner: school more successfully than during the normal
school year.

The final comments are presented in

table 16.
l
lntervie\v with Louise Jacobson, Henrico County
Public Schools, Virginia, 10 September 1979.
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TABLE 16
FINAL COMMENTS BY TEACHERS

INTERVIEWED

Cormnent

No.

Respondents

Educational objectives should be
kept in mind in planning a
program

7

Enthusiasm of mu�ic teacher putting
.
on program ls lmportant

7

Early and long range planning is
necessary

6

Other teachers should be involved

6

As many children as
be involved

possible should

6

Putting on prog!:"ams· is a challenging
but rewarding endeavor

6

The need for a sourcebook is great

3

Local colleges and parents should be
called on for help

3

Progrc�s need no t be too long

1

There may be pressure to use everyone
within limited stage area

1

Musical dramas are p!:"esented in summer
school more successfully

1

Summary
In chapter four,

results of interviews with teachers

working in the area of elementary

school musical drama

and program production have been reported.
interviewed have provided practical

The teachers

suggestions and
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useful ideas.

These suggestions have been tabulated.

In chapter five,

general principles for the production

of musical dramas and programs in the elementary school
will be stated.

This summation of general principles

with some specific suggestions for production will be
derived from the sourcebook which has been developed
from related
tive activity

lite�ature,
types,

teacher interviews,

from the framework of crea

from the report of this chapter,
and from personal exp2rience.

CHAPTER V

PRINCIPLES AND SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS

Introduction
Tile music educator,

faced with the responsibility

of producing an elementary school musical drama or
program,

may find a variety of sources

for help in the

production.

Related literature indicates

are numerous

creative activities possible within

educational setting.
of creative

that

there
the

The teacher may choose the type

activity which best suits the need for

enhancing the child's opportunity for creativity.

This

choice of activity can lead to a perfon:1.ance also.

In order to help children develop creatively,
must have an understanding of the term,
tivity,"
ties

and sone

suitable

settings.

idea o�

to drcnv upon

others when considering the
grams

in the

elementary

periences must be
This

ac

the types of creative activi

for specific educational

It is helpful

"creative

one

and environmental
the experience of

topic of how to produce

school.

pro

One's own personal ex

considered also.

study has explored and reported in preceding

chapters the diverse sources of information available
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in
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order

to present practical ideas and procedures fer

creative activities and productions.
purposes of chapter five are

(l)

Therefore,

to summarize previous

data derived from related literature,

from the develop

ment of a f�amework for creative activity types,
teacher interviews,
(2)

the

from

and from personal experience;

to state general principles and some specific

sug

gestions derived from the sourcebook which has been
developed in the previous chapters of this study,

a

sourcebook fer the production of musical dramas and
programs in the elementary school;

(3) to suggest

further recommendations for study.

Summarization
Teachers with experience in the area of musical
drama and program production in the elementary school
have been interviewed.

Although one would have expected

that more teachers would have taken courses in musical
programs and theatre production,

only a small percentage

of the teachers interviewed actually have taken formal
courses in musical

drama and program production in the

elementary

or

school,

theatre production of any kind.

This lack probably is due to the scarcity of college
course offerings of this nature.

Most

teachers inter

viewed have grov..-rn in the knoo;..1 ledge of program production
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in the elementary school through experience and not
through formal

courses.

learned by first-hand,

In other words,

they have

on-the-job experience.

This first-hand experience may bring knowledge
and confidence in producing musical dramas and programs
in the elementary school.
interviews,

Related literature,

teacher

and personal experience seem to indicate that

one gains knowledge and confidence in producing ele
mentary school programs in some of the following ways:

(1)

other programs for ideas;
theatres;
grams;

(4)

(5)

costuming;

(3)

by seeing

by working in community

by attempting different and varied pro

by keeping a notebook or box-file for ideas

(6)

and programs;

(7)

productions;

by reading some books on staging and

by viewing T.V.,

(8)

movies,

and live theatre

by consulting "experts" in such areas

as scenery building,

(9)

(2)

by working with or for someone else;

make-up,

lighting,

and choreography;

by studying and becoming familiar with available

physical or performance facilities--size of the stage,
entrances to the stage,

lighting available on the stage,

amplification possibilities of the stage;

(10)

by

referring to publications or resources mentioned in ap
pendixes D,

E,

F,

and G of this study;

(11)

by becoming

familiar with musicals published by Walt Disney and
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Michael Brent,

as

well as

from numerous companies

a

wide variety of musical types

(see appendix

H).

Comments made

by the teachers \vho have been interviewed indicate that
relatively fer,v ideas are gleaned from publications but
come,

rather,

from their first-hand experience and in

ventiveness.
Therefore,

since courses in program planning geared

to the elementary school music teacher are not readily
available except to a limited degree,

and since the

printed reference material is of limited value,

it is

advisable for the music teacher to sit down and ask what
objectives are attainable by the anticipated program,

and

whether these objectives will help the child develop
creatively.

Such objectives should be related to the

type of creative activity involved.
In chapter three,

a working definition has been

developed to aid the music educator in defining
tive activity."

a

"crea

As described in related literature,

a

"creative activity" for an educc:.tional envi.:-onment is an
active,

imaginative,

trial-and-error process by which a

workable solution is found to an intuitively perceived
problem.

The solution results

production.

in some outward act or

The human development of children,

dividually and as a group,
of an audience,

both in

rather than the entertainme�t

is the objective of the creative activity.
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On the other hand,

an informative program,

produced in an artful,
taining,

finished manner,

as well as educational.

written and

can be enter

The creative activity,

produced in as polished a manner as possible,

is an act

T.vhich attempts to allow the child the opportunity for
intuitive and

imaginative thinking as the child searches

for a productive outcome as his own particular solution
to a stated problem.

The program exists for the child;

the child does not exist for the program.
Certain environmental conditions may influence the
scope and nature of the creative activity within the
educational setting.

Environmental conditions which

may affect the type of creative activity to use are

(1)

physical,

purpose room,

such as the classroom,
the gym in school,

backporch at horne,
logical,

a stage,

the living room,

or even the out-of-doors;

such as the degree

technique being used,

the multi

(2)

the
psycho

of evaluation involved,

the

and the behavioral change being

brought about by this particular creative activity;

(3)

maturational,

such as the age of the children,

interests,

their attention spans,

abilities;

(4)

other conditions,

children involved,

their

and their specific
such as the number of

their backgrounds of experience

the kinds of teaching materials available.

and
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Types of creative activities possible within the
elementary school have been established through investi
gation of related literature.

Creative activities have

been categorized according to

the degree of structure or

The types of creative activities

teacher involvement.
noted

are

creative play,

(1)

(2)

individu�l or small

group creative activity in centers,
(4)

informal creative program;

gram;

(6)

(5)

(3)

improvisation;

formal creative pro

formal commercial production.

Chapter three

has determined the suitability of each type of creative
activity for given educational and environmental settings,
in order to provide a framework for development of
teaching objectives and

a

sourcebook for musical dramas

and productions in the elementary school.
Teachers

working in the field of musical drama and

program production,

asked to state their criteria for

selecting a particular type of program,
expected responses.

have given the

These responses will be enumerated

as specific suggestions under the general principles with
some specific suggestions for producing musical dramas
and progra.rns

in the elementary school.

When asked what

kinds of programs the particular teacher likes to do,
the answer is varied.
specific

This,

too,

will be discussed under

suggestions about producing a program.
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General Principles with Some
�uecific Suggestions
From the data collected in this study,

it can be

deduced that specific considerations are necessary in
the selection of materials,
o rganization of auditions,
costuming are mandatory,

that careful planning and
rehearsals,

set design,

and

and that some knowledge of

practical techniques is helpful in production.

Because

of the complexity of productions which involve large
numbers of children,

costumes,

and sets,

to develop a logical and orderly plan

it is necessary

that w·ill result

in a good performance and a positive educational experience for the children.

Educational objectives are of

great importance in a school production and should be
considered in the preliminary stages of selection and
planning.
Any musical production evolves through several
The audience sees

stages of planning and rehearsal.

and only the director knows fully

only the end result,

the complete development of the performance.

The

planning and rehearsal phases of the production are the
mance
major events which result in a successful perfcr
or in a disaster.
lows:

(4)

(1)

Each phase may be described as fol-

selection,

rehearsals,

(5)

(2)

planning,

performance,

(6)

(3)

auditions,

clean-up.

Each
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phase involves

varieLy of considerations and sub

a

divisions.
In phase one,

selection of the program or musical

drama involves a knowledge of the maturity and abilities
of children in general,

and a thorough search of litera
Phase

ture and other sources for appropriate materials.
two involves

an orderly,

for rehearsals,

sequential,

building of sets,

production considerations.

and detailed plan

costumes,

Phase three,

and other

auditions,

should be planned so that the children most suitable for
the parts are chosen.

However,

there should be an op

portunity for choosing children who would benefit from
a particular part.

Auditions are not always held at

the elementary level,

but it is important to select

children carefully and fairly if auditions
Phase four,
different aspects,

rehearsals,

are held.

should be arranged so that

such as blocking,

chorus and principal rehearsals,

dialogue rehearsals,

and respective acts are

held at the most appropriate time in the sequence of
rehearsals.

The performance,

phase five,

is the high

light of the project and should occur at the peak of
the rehearsals
six involves
properties,

for the best possible production.

the dismantling of the sets,
and the

storage of

for future productions.

equipment

Phase

the return of
and costumes

General principles will be
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stated and some specific suggestions v1ill be made about
each of the phases of producing a musical drama or
program in the elementary school.

Selection
The music educator should consider a variety of
criteria when selecting a particular type of program.
Numerous questions may be raised in order to develop a
desirable

perspective of the situation and intended out

comes of the anticipated program.

Questions suggested

below have been derived arbitrarily from a logical
thought process and presented in a sequential order.
The first question,
is to ask,

and perhaps the most important,

"What is the purpose of the program?"

If one

is to undertake the project of producing a program,
must know why.

A variety of possible objectives are

listed which represent valid and desirable reasons
a production:

one

(1)

for

to enhance the musical knowledge of

the children involved and to develop a cultural aware
ness;

(2)

to enrich and cultivate classroom learning by

teaching some concepc,

such as

cou!1tries,

career choices,

(3)

tooth care,

social customs of other
parts of speech;

to entertain as professionally as possible;

(4)

to

develop the child's self-expression and to improve the
child's self-image;

(5)

to bring about an esprit de
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corps among the student body and teachers,

(6)

school;

to promote public relations and to develop

good audience habits;
children;

(8)

patriotism;
(10)

to widen the interests of the

(7)

to promote good ideas,

(9)

attitudes and

to encourage the children's creativity;

to suit the children's interests;

a season of the year:
tion.

to unify the

(12)

(11)

to celebrate

to continue a school tradi-

Certain educational and environmental settings

may suggest other purposes for a particular type of

program.
The second question to consider deals with the
size and scope of the production.

"How many children

will participate and vJhat are their age and ability
limitations?"

The following is a list of some possible

groupings for a program:
dren,

(4)

(2)

(1)

a selected group of chil-

one class,

(2)

two or three classes,

several classes,

(5)

the whole student body.

It is

important to remember that the more children involved,
the greater the need for structure or teacher direction
and control.
ability,

In reference to the chi
- ldren's age and

programs with little dialogue and songs with

a limited vocal range are preferable for younger chil
dren

(K-2);

older children may undertake more dialogue

and more difficult

songs.
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The physical envir·onment must: be
considered before
the music educator selects a particular
type of program.
The third question to consider may be "What are the
technical limitations?"
is made,

the teacher should

program will

(3)

(2)

(1)

consider where the

take place--in a single classroom,

multi-purpose room,
doors:

Before selection of a program

on a stage,

in the gym,

in a

or out-of

study the kind of lighting available;

consicer >vhat costumes will be needed and how

elaborate

they will be;

such as a microphone;
properties;

(6)

(4)

(S)

(8)

(7)

know the instrumental

consider the number of people available

to handle the technical
lighting,

decide �bout the use of

consider the possibilities for scenery,

simple or more elaborate;
limitations;

note amplificat:Lon needs,

costumes,

&spects,

such as properties,

scenery building,

and sound.

Other possible questions to consider are "How long
will the program be,
available?"

and how much rehearsal time will be

These considerations along '\vith the knowl

edge of teacher interest and cooperation in the school
will aid the music educator in the selection of a
particular type of program.

For example,

cooperative

and interested teachers ,.,ill continue rehearsals when
the music teacher is no� able to be present.

A more
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ambitious project may result because of more available
rehearsal time.
There are varied possibilities for programs.
next question to ask may be
should be
follow:

chosen?"
(1)

"Hhat type of program

Some suggested types of programs

a somewhat

unpolished demonstration with

some improvisation involved;

(2)

based on a season of the year,
the classroom,
as science

a theme-related program

a unit of study within

the children's incerest in such subjects

fiction,

T.V.

shmvs,

Peanuts;

(3)

script from a Broad\vay musical or fairy te_le;
·concert-type program with visual aids;
musical.

The

an adapted
(4)

a

(5) a published

In reference to the first suggestion,

large

groups of children somewhat limit the use of improvisa
tory activities,

whereas theme-related programs connected

by narration and full of a variety of songs and dances
may involve many children.
published musical,

With an adapted script or a

a select group of children may per

form on stage with a large chorus supporting the small
group off-stage,

on risers either in front of the stage

or to the side.

A concert-type program may involve many

children.
P�ong the teachers interviewed the most favored
type of program is the theme-related program,

for which

the teacher may draw ideas for songs and dances from many
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human and material sources.

Therefore,

the music edu

cator should be aware of as many human and material re
sources for program production as possible.
In summary,

selection of a particular type cf

program is based on the purpose for the productioa,
size and scope of the production,
tions,

the length of the program,

available,

the

the technical limita
the rehearsal time

teacher interest and cooperation,

and the

knowledge of vari.ous types of programs from which to
choose and resources from which to draw.

Planning
The music educator should be aware of the great
importance of planning in the production of a musical
drama or program in the elementary school.
begin planning

It.is wise to

early and to exhibit a great amount of

enthusiasm for the project.
The music educator should maintain an open line of
commu::-d.cation with the appropriate people--principal,
president,

supervisor,

janitor,

fellow teachers.

PTA

The

principal should be aware of the scope and nature of the
program and of the anticipated dates of the program.

The

PTA president usually provides the date and time of the
performance.

The supervisor helps to maintain communi

cation between the teacher's efforts and needs,

and the
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entire school system.

For example,

own a celesta. for general use.

In

the�e may be a need for a celesta.

the school system may
a

certain program
The supervisor may

acquire the desired celesta for rehearsals and sub
sequent performance.
gotten.

The janitor should never be for

He may provide a ladder for technical projects,

cleaning materials

for before,

hearsals and performance,

during,

and after re

and other aids.

He also may

provide personal assistance in setting up chairs for the
audience if one-is working in a cafetorium.
teachers are,

of course,

Fellow

most necessary and need to know

the type of program and projected performance dates for
their own personal planning.
After an initial presentation of the projected
endeavor,

the music teacher should �..rrite down specific

assignments for all teachers who will be involved.
example,

For

the music teacher may approach the physical edu

cation teacher and ask for assistance with the dances or
for suggestions for including physical education activi
ties in the

anticipated program.

The art teacher should

be approached for help in scenery design and construction
and for prop making.
help with
spotlight,

Classroom teachers may be asked to

group control backstage,
to make costumes,

to run the lights

or to practice

a

or

certain

section of the program when the music teacher is unable
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to be present.
program,

If another teacher is accompanying the

the music teacher should go over the music with

the accompanist before the rehearsals begin.
It may be helpful to send a questionnaire home to
parents,

some of 'vhom may be capable and willing to help

in some aspect of the production.

Happily,

many music

teachers have found parents to be a previously untapped
source of talent.

Sometimes ideas and suggestions may

be gleaned from the children with whom one is working,
especially if the students have been encouraged to
participate in different types of creative activities
within the music class.
In the planning stage,
to be flexible

about changes.

musical progresses,
adapt,

one should prepare mentally
For example,

as the

one may find it necessary to change,

or edit parts of a script,

a rehearsal schedule is set up,

song,

or dance.

Once

the music teacher should

be cognizant of the fact that many times what was planned
to be accomplished at a particular rehearsal does not
occur.

Readjustment of rehearsal plans must take place.

Still,

a rehearsal schedule should be established in the

planning stage,

with number of rehearsals,

length,

and

goals for each rehearsal set up.
As the planning continues,

the music teacher must

decide whether or not to hold auditions,

and how and when
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to choose the children for tile differ-ent parts and jobs.
Sometimes this responsibility is shared by the music
teacher and the classroom teachers involved in producing
the musical drama or program.
Some of the most important aspects

of planning a

musical drama or program in the elementary school are the
technical aspects.

Following are some general principles

and some specific suggestions about costumes,
properties,

make-up,

lighting,

scenery,

and sound.

Costumes

(1)

Build up

collection of costumes.

a

The music teacher may collect old sheets,
bedsp�eads,

old pajama suits,

cheap jewelry.

old shirts,

curtains,

old hats,

and

One can go to rummage or backyard sales,

the Salvation Army,

dinner theatres,

or ask parents for

their children's out-gro�� clothes.

(2)

Send horne a questionnaire to parents.

Parents may be willing and able to help with cos
times.

It is helpful to set up a costume committee,

bearing in mind that it usually comes down to one in
dividual parent -v;ho does most of the work.

Pictures of

what the costumes should look like may be sent home.
The teacher may go to the library,
and main section,

children's section

for books on how to build costumes
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with a limited budget.
(3)

Call on teachers.

Some teachers may be able and willing to sew cos
The teacher may try to involve the art teacher

tumes.

and the art students.

The children may be allowed a.nd

encouraged to make their own costumes out of paper and
cardboard.

(4)

Attempt to keep the costumes simple and colorful.

One may use head gear,
suggest the entire costume.

masks,

or other symbols to

Leotards and tights with

added scarves or other accessories may give just the
right effect.

(5)

Boxes can be used for costumes.

Practice with the costumes before dress rehearsal.

Costume difficulties,
badly,

that tear easily,

reason,

such as costumes that fit

that hinder the child for some

or that make the child uncomfortable,

should be

worked out before dress rehearsal.

Scenery

(1)

Platforms and flats

A series of platforms or hollow �vooden blocks
make different levels and positions for large nu.rnbers of
children on stage.

Technical books

and manuals may be

consulted about building platforms and flats.

Parents

may be willing to build simple platforms a.nd flats.

The
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PTA may offer to buy flats.

Older high school students

may help construct platforms and flats.

A student from

a local college may need an individualized project of
building scenery as a credit in the drama department.
The art teacher and art students may help.
(2)

Cover for flats

Muslin is used to cover professional flats,
should recognize the usefulness of cardboard,

but one

which may

be just as serviceable and certainly much cheaper.
Local companies may be willing to donate cardboard upon
request.

Instead of using muslin or cardboard,

cover flats vlith bulletin board paper,
"Tyvek," from Dupont Industries,

one may

or with "tyvek."

is desirable paper be

cause it does no t tear and is light vJeight at the same
time.

(3)

Backdrops

A parachute makes a good backdrop.

Overhead pro

jectors and slide projectors may be used to project a
scene on a backdrop.

(4)

Storage and handling

Scenery should be stored in the same place for
every rehearsal and performance.

The stage crev1 should

rehearse the handling and movement of the scenery.

(5)

The front curtain

A front curtain is unnecessary.

Pulling the
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curtain simple delays the performance.

The audience

�vill enjoy \vatching the scenery changes if they are
done vlell.
(6)

Simple scenery

It may be advisable to strive for simplicity with
large effect and few details in scenery.
hearts or snowflakes,
about a quick,

Flowers,

pinned to the back curtain,

bring

but simple stage perk-up.

Properties

(1)

Props should enhance the musical drama.

Props should not distract,

but should add to or

enhance the musical drama or program.

Sometimes props

may take the place of elaborate scenery or any scenery
at all.
props,

In some cases it is wise to remember:
the better.

the fewer

If many props have to be used,

should practice with them many times.

one

They should not

be brought in at the last moment in the rehearsal
schedule,

if at all possible.

A responsible child or

adult should be placed in charge of storing and placing
props.

(2)

Props can be acquired in many ways.

in making
Children and parents may be involved
props at home.

classChildren can make props in their

rooms and in art c 1 ass.

- all shapes and sizes
Boxes Of
.
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have great possibilities in the making of props.
unusual props,

a good source is Theater House,

44 \-Jest Third Street,
may be borrowed,

Covington,

For

Inc.,

Kentucky 41011.

Props

but one should never borrow a prop that

cannot be replaced.

Make-Up
(l)

Make-up should be kept to a minimum.

In elementary school productions,
be kept to a minimum.
cheeks given color.

make-up should

The eyes can be highlighted and
The role of a clown,

would call for heavier make-up.

of course,

Head cover is important

for suggesting the entire character.

(2)

Make-up can be acquired and applied.

The music teacher may buy make-up,
cast-off make-up from fellow teachers

or acquire

and parents.

It

may be helpful to confer with or to invite in make-up
consultants to give a demonstration on make-up,
to use and how to apply them.
available,
books,

the kinds

If an "expert" is un

the teacher may want to check out children's

as well as more professional books on make-up.

One simply may \vant to pass on the responsibility of make
up to the parents,

especially if there are many children

involved in the production.
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Lighting
(l)

Lighting controls wh�t is to be seen.

Host elementary school lighting is primitive,
creativity is
searches

and

needed on the teacher's part as one

for ways of lighting the children's faces.

Since the light controls what one wants the audience to
the teacher should try to acquire

see,

enhances any production.

a

spotlight, which

If a real spotlight is unat

tainable,

one should attempt to use make-shift spotlights.

It mRy be

helpful to consider the possibilities of a

film strip projector,
lamp,

an overhead projector,

revolving Christmas tree lights,

strobe lights,

flood lights,

a gooseneck

black lights,

and a flashlight for

special lighting effects.

(2)

Lighting should be rehearsed.

It is important to rehearse lighting along with
all other technical aspects of the production.

If ths

lighting is complicated,

should

an adult,

not a child,

,.;ork the lights o;;vith a cue chart to guide the procedure.
If the program is to be given at night,
to hold

a

it is desirable

rehearsal at night so that the lighting diffi

culties can be anticipated.

Sound
(l)

Sound-systems are lacking,

usually.
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In the elementary school,
quite primitive.

sound-systems also are

A sound-system may be rented,

rental can be very expensive.
the use of a microphone,

but this

It may be wise to avoid

except for narrative or solo

parts.

(2)

Sound-systems may not be used.

When one is not using any kind of sound-system at
all,

the music teacher should try to choose programs

vlithout a great deal of dialogue.

The teacher may want

to use groups of children to sing solo parts.

An effort

should be made to keep the children as close to the
audience as possible.

Auditions
Hany elementary school music teachers feel that as
many children as possible should be given the opportunity
to participate in musical dramas and programs,

since

middle school and high school programs necessarily •vill
be more selective.
one should

(1)

If one subscribes to this philosophy,

pick songs and music�l keys within the

comfortable singing range of the children's voices;

(2)

teach the children to learn to project in their

singing and speaking

without yelling;

(3)

remind the

children to show expression in their faces;

(4)

encourage

the children to keep their faces at least in three-fourths
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view of the audience at all times;

(5)

choose a small

group of singers to sing the solo parts unless there is
an outstanding child with acting,
ability;

as well as singing

(6) allow the children who are not good singers

to work behind the scenes as stage hands or lighting
and properties helpers,

and as readers.

If auditions are held,

everyone should learn and

practice the songs first as a group.

The children should

be encouraged to pronounce the �;v-ords clearly and
distinctly so that they will be understood.

During

tryouts the children should be reminded to stand up
straight,

relax their chins,

and

imitate opera singers.

They may be asked to vocalize five notes on "ah" to
indicate their vocal range and/or sing one of the pre
viously practiced and memorized songs.

The teacher

should look for children who demonstrate ease and stage
presence,

as well as vocal ability.

The children chosen

for lead and chorus parts should have demonstrated a
clarity of sound and diction.

Everyone who wishes to

should be allowed to try out.

Usually,

school,

casting

in elementary

children for parts in programs is not as

formal as in middle school and high school.

Hany times

the music teachers and classroom teachers working on the
musical drama already have a good idea of the best
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choices for parts because of their everyday contact with
the children.

Rehearsals
As rehearsals begin,

it is helpful to knmv exactly

what is to be accomplished at each rehearsal.
same time,

At the

the music teacher has to be ready to change

plans as the situation changes.

At the first rehearsal,

the teacher should let the children know Hhat is expected
of them--promptness,

concentration,

cooperation,

attend-

One should try to

ance at rehearsals and performances.

use the technical language of the stage and music \vith
the children.
Everyone should not be rehearsed at the same time.
Reh2arsals should be divided into sections,
that they don't become a drudgery.
sections may be worked on first.

and paced so

More difficult
The chorus should be

rehearsed separately from the principals.

Special dance

numbers should be worked on independently.
During individual and small group practices,
should be done on characterization,
body positions,

and

audience awareness,

stage directions.

projection should be emphasized.

work

Diction and vocal

Action should be

blocked for every line spoken and every

song sung.

is helpful to mark the stage with masking tape to aid
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the children in their movements.
With large groups,
to a minimum,
In staging,

it is necessary to keep movement

with a few children creating the action.

one should try to avoid the stiffness of

rows by balancing groups of children unevenly on stage.
If possible,

Since most elementary school stages are

off-stage.
limited in

the teacher should try not to have anyone

size,

it is desirable to place a supporting

chorus off to the side on risers,

thus allowing room for

action by individuals and/or small groups on stage.
As the

dances are choreographed,

kept simple but together.

they should be

The students may be taught

large arm and hand movements first.
more visible to the audience.

Large movements are

The children may be en-

couraged to contribute ideas for different-leveled move
ments as the group attempts to let the music motivate
the movement.
pattern,

During a predictable dance or movement

it may be creative to change something to

provide a variation that surprises the audience.

The

dances should be practiced until the children are
comfortable with them.
As the entire cast and chorus are brought together
for final rehearsals,

the teacher should attempt to pace

the show so that it runs smoothly and quickly without
long delays between scenes and acts.

f
�''

All phases of the
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production--songs,

dialogue,

costume and scenery

changes--should be timed so that the length of the
production can be determined.

If needed,

adjustments

should be made to allow for quicker costume and scenery
changes.

It is helpful to use masking tape to mark

where the scenery is to be placed.

The stage crew should

knm..r exactly what is expected of them and should rehearse
their movements.

A good teacher-helper backstage may be

of aid i.n maintaining silence and in promoting smooth
rehearsals and subsequently,

a smooth performance.

One

teacher may -.;;.;rant to act as prompter.
It is important not to over rehearse,

but tim e

should be allowed for polishing the production.

The

dress rehearsal and performance should come at the peak
of the production rehearsals.

Performance
The perfonnance is the highlight of the project and
should occur at the peak of the rehearsals for the best
possible production.
near,

As the performance time draws

the music teacher may want to

(1) encourage the

children to make posters advertising or announcing the
program;

(2) consider asking the children to design and

decorate a cover for a printed program;

(3) gather the

information to be presented in the printed program and
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type it up in an orderly manner;

(4)

maintain open lines

of communication with everyone involved and with those
affected in some \vay by the program to be presented;

(5)

confirm the time of the program and contact those

who are invited,

by word of mouth or by written in

vitation.
When the performance time arrives,
teacher should
dren;
wrong;

(2)
(3)

(1)

the music

enthusiastically encourage the chil-

remind them not to show it if something goes
remind the children to concentrate on their

character and responsibilities and to �njoy themselves;

(4)

try to remember that good memories are being made,

s0 relax and enjoy

the productive outcome.

Clean-up
After the performance the music teacher,
adult helpers,

and children must remember the importance

and necessity of post-performance clean-up.
properties should be returned promptly.
be struck,
orderly.

other

All borrowed

The set should

and the performance area left clean and
Platforms and flats must be stored in an ap

propriate place,

probably backstage.

Costumes not

kept by the children should be stored in a costume room
or closet for future use.
An evaluation of the production and all phases
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involved

should be made.

Everyone who has taken part

in the production should be able to contribute comments
and suggestions.

Summary
Any musical production evolves through several
stages of planning and rehearsal.

These stages overlap

and intermingle with one another as the production
proceeds.

A particular type of program has to be

selected to meet the needs of the educational and environmental setting of which the teacher and children
are a part.
Good planning is imperative.
must know their duties,

All those involved

rehearsals must be planned to

allow for getting the best results in the least amount
of time,

and

technical problems must be handled.

Formal auditions are not always held in the elementary school,

but it is important to select children

carefully and fairly,

if auditions are held.

In ele

mentary school sometimes a child is placed in a role or
part according to what the opportunity can do for the
child,

rather

than what the

In other words,

child can do for the role.

the program exists for the child;

the

child does not exist for the program.
Rehearsals should be broken do\m into smaller
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segments of principal rehearsals,
chorus rehearsals,

dance rehearsals,

and specific act rehearsals.

��en

the rehearsals should be

everyone is brought together,

paced so that they don't become a drudgery,

but are

paced to bring about a smooth production.
At the performance time,

the peak of the rehearsals,

the children should be reminded to concentrate on their
responsibilities and to enjoy themselves.
other stages have gone \vell,

If all the

the performance should be

successful.
Post-performance clean-up is most important.

Without it,

there may not be future musical dramas

programs in

the elementary school.

and

For the Begin nin g H1..1sic Teacher .�cially

(1)

Think about the

�ur po s e

of the program,

not frorrt the viewpoint of the PTA,
your mm viev;poin t,

(2)

but

from

as music educator.

Consider your resources,

human resources,

printed material.

(3)

Think about the cooperation you can count
on from other teachers in your school,

and

from interested parents.

(4)

Consider the talents and the

limit&tions

the students you a.re �,.;rorking with.

of

15 2
(5)

Ask yourse.i.f \vhat the program
vJill contribute
to their- r:r1sical creativity.
..

(6)

Think about the techniques of the program,
and examine its
of t�chnical

�easibility in the light

equipment available.

(7) Consider the time-frame you are working in,
and decide on a reasonable schedule for
selection of students,

rehearsals, set-

buU ding and costuming.
(8)

Be flexible.

Sample Procedure
Following is a sample procedure for developing a
musical drama or program in the elementary school.

This

procedure is based en personal experience.
Goal:

a Christmas

Materials:

PTA program

a formal creative program, "The
Nutcracker," an adaptation l
a recording,

The Nutcracker Suite

2

an adapted piano score,
The Nutcracker Suite3
lJudv Barry Brown, adapter,
(December 1976), pp.
Woman's Da

y

"The �1utc:racker,"
162-164, 177-184.

88-93,

2

le,
Peter Tchaikovsky, The Nutcracker Suite (Glenda
ions,
Product
Disney
Walt
Record,
land
Disney
A
California:

1963).

Th�

3
Nut
John H. Schaum, arr., Peter Tchc;-iko;rsky's
ons, 196o).
atJ..
Publl.c
Schaum
'..!kee:
(Nilwa
r
Suite
�racke
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Teaching Objectives:

(l)

to develop in the children

a cultural awareness and appreciation for
the story and
music of Tchaikovsky's �he Nutcracker Suite
;

(2)

to aid

the children in understanding the interrelatio
nship of
dance,

drama,

art,

and music;

(3)

to educaLe the chil

dren about producing a musical drama;
improvisatory movement to music;

• (5)

(4)

to allow for

to enhance .the

children's self-expression and self-esteem.
Other

Criteria Considered for Objectives:

(1)

to

involve about one hundred children--a first grade class,
a second grade class,
grade class;

(2)

a third grade class,

to involve interested,

talented parents and teachers--art,
classroom;

(3)

and. a fifth

cooperative,

physical education,

to produce the costumes,

scenery,

properties suggested by the adapted musical play;
use the minimum teaching time for rehearsal;
final production,

and

(5)

and

(4)

to

in the

to use the stage in the cafetorium with

its adequate lighting.
Step One:
record,

The teacher tells the story and plays the

The Nutcracker Suite.

the story and music,

The children listen to

and dra�·l pictures of different

aspects of the story.
Step Tt;vO:

The teacher talks about an anticipated

Christmas program and the many aspects--technical and
aesthetic--of the production.

After discussion with
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and by the children,

the children are able to understand

more clearly the meaning of the words,

dance,

drama,

art,

and music in relationship to the impending production.
They are aware of the factors involved--the acting out
of the story with a written script,

the sections of

music \vhich call for improvisatory movement,
need for costumes,

scenery,

lighting,

and the

and properties

which will enhance the production.
Step Three:
read.
parts.

In the fifth grade class,

the script is

The children take turns reading the different
This activity becomes part of the reading and

language arts sessions in this particular classroom.
1�ith guidance from the classroom teacher and from the
music teacher,

the children choose and elect students

for particular characters.
Step Four:

The children 1;11hose parts contain dia

logue volunteer to come after school once a \veek for six
\·leeks to block and stage,
production.
developed.

as well as polish the coming

Some technical language of the stage is
The children become more at ease with the

stage area as they practice on it.
Step Five:

The teachers construct and tape together

tree.
boxes to represent a chair and a Christmas
art class,

In

tree and
the children decorate the chair and
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make the properties--ears for the mice,
soldiers.

swords for the

The children practice shifting the scenery

and handling the properties at the rehearsals on stage.
Step Six:

The third grade class is asked to be snow

flakes and clowns in the program.

The children are

asked to pretend to be snowflakes in an improvisatory
They remember that snowflakes are all dif

activity.

ferent when observed closely,
qualities of lightness,
smoothness.
improvise

but alike in their

slowness,

The music is played,

daintiness,

and

and the children

the movements of sno•vflakes.

Step Seven:

Similar improvisatory activities occur

with the clown movements.

The children are asked to

synthesize their life experience and ideas about clown
characteristics

and to improvise these ideas.

graders will be flm.vers and penny whistles,

The first

the second

graders will be Chinese dancers and Russian dancers.

The

children discuss characteristics of the music and char
acters being improvised.

As the music is played,

the

children improvise.
Step Eight:

In later sessions and on the stage,

the

planned improvisations are set for a particular area of
the stage.

The children listen for musical cues for

their entrances,
Step Nine:

particular movements,

and exits.

After approximately six individual

rr
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rehearsals with each class--first.

second,

third.

fifth--the one hundred children \vho
are involved
assemb le in the cafetorium for five joint rehea
rsals
over the period of a week before the PTA progra
m.
These joint rehearsals with the entire four classes
enable each class to watch the others to aain a whole
0
view or perspective of the entire production.
Step Ten:
tion,

During the six "�;veeks before the produc

the four teachers involved,

interested parents,
their classes.

in cooperation with

make the costumes for each child in

Great use is made of leotards and

tights provided by the individual parents.
Step Eleven:
performance,

In the final rehearsals and in the

the children identify phrases of particular

movements of The Nutcracker
to these musical cues,
Step Twelve:

Suite.

They listen and move

as well as to verbal cues.

The final production demonstrates to

the people involved a development of the children's self
expression through discussion,
rehearsals.

listening,

movement,

A child with severe reading problems

memorized dialogue and,

in the final stages,

and

has

has added

many more enlightening and intuitive interpretations to
a particular character.
and parents

Reports froQ classroom teachers

reveal a higher degree of self-esteem present

in the children involved.
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In summary,
tive program,

the creative activity,

a fonnal crea

has allowed for creativity on the part of

children and teachers.

The child's own idea of how a

snm..rflake moves or the frantic antics of a hungry mouse
has been expressed.

The child has evaluated many pos

sible solutions to the problems presented,

such as

the movements of a flower or the actions of a clown,
and has arrived at his particular and novel interpreta
tion.

The talents and contributions of willing parents

and teachers have been synthesized and evaluated in the
final product,

the presentation of a formal creative

program.

Recommendations
From this study of the production of musical dramas
and programs in the elementary school,

two recommenda

tions seem appropriate.
More formal courses or workshops in elementary
school musical drama and program production should be
on
offered to undergraduates by college music educati
departments in conjunction with drama departments.
those already teaching,

perhaps some of these courses or

workshops could be offered during
part of "in service"

For

the school year as

training as another offering for

renewal of teaching certificates.
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Further study is recon�ended in the area of
student motivation.

It appears that children who are

so-called "non-readers" and who have learning disabili
ties

quickly

learn the routine of a program or the lines

of a script when they are given the opportunity to
participate in such a prograM.

Many times

these chil-

dren are able to do what was never expected of them
because of the tremendous motivational aspect of putting
on a program.

It would seem that creativity and its

activities do not depend on :.Q.

alone,

but provide

both the bright child and the not-so-bright child '\vith
a place to grow.
Creativity is an attitude, a way of looking at
something, a way of questioning, perhaps a way
of life.
It may -.;.Jell be found on paths we have
not yet traveled.
Creativity is curiosity, joy
and communion.l

Post Script
As the elementary music teacher plans,

rehearses,

and presents an elementary school musical program,

it is

encouraging to take note of Beckwith's statement in
reference to this challenge.

"Could any experience be

2
more creative than planning such a program?"

lspolin,
2

�rovisation for the Theatre,

Beckwith,

p.

I
•

L

165.

Froebel

p. 286.

,
So You Have to Teach Your �� Music
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has made the statement that "God created man in His own
image,
God."

therefore,

man should create and bring forth like

1
Finally, as the elementary music teacher undertakes

the challenge of

"putting on a program,"

it is helpful to

refer to the following observation:
I hear and

I see and
I

I forget

I remember

do and I understand
Chinese proverb

This thought may be the motivating force behind the
effort involved in producing elementary school musical
dramas and programs.
do teachers.

Children learn by doing, and so

That premise has been confirmed by this

study.
lFriedrich Froebel, The Education of Man
Augustus :t-1. Kelley, 1974), p. 31.
New Jersey:

(Clifton,
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THE TIRED GIANT
In the forest there is a huge giant walking back
and forth, back and forth, looking very cross.
He stops and stretches his long arms.

He lies

dowr1 on the grass and falls sound asleep.
There are children hiding behind a hedge,
they peek out at him,
block accompaniment,

this way and that way

and

(with sand

children s"tvay from side to side,

moving in unison).
One brave child parts the hedge and steps through.
All the other children are amazed at his courage.
This brave fellow walks 2round the giant.

Then

he beckons to the other children and says, "Come on."
The children step through the hedge cautiously and
tiptoe over to look at the giant.

They bend over to see

him more closely.
The giant sleeps on and on.
off.

He says,

and he does

One boy is a show

"I'm going to jump over the giant's legs,"

(cymbals crash).
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He turns around and says to the other children,
"I dare you to do it, too."

over the giant's legs.

One by one, they all jump

The last child trips and falls.

This wakes the giant,

and he sits up quickly.

The

children are frightened and run toward the hedge.
The giant calls,

"Children, come here!"

They turn

around and are surprised that he is a kind and friendly
giant

(tambourine shakes).
So they make a ring around him and do a lively

dance.
The giant smiles because he is happy.

He tells

the children why he is walking up and down and looking
so cross.

Do you know why?

He is lonesome and wants

someone to play with him.
So every day the children come back to the forest
for a game with the lonesome giant.

Their favorite is

"Giant in the Middle and Can't Get Out," to the tune
of "Two in the Middle"
Rh ythms Today!).

(directions given on page 66 of

1

lnoll and Nelson, Rhy thms Today! pp.

62-63.
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THANKSGIVING DAY

1.

Over the river, and through the wood,
To grandfather's house v7e go.
The horse knovJS the vmy to carry the sleigh
Oh,
Through white and drifted snow.
Over the river, and through the wood,
Oh, how the wind does blmv!
It stings the toes and bites the nose,
As over the ground we go.

2.

Over the river, and through the wood,
To have a first-rate play.
Oh, hear the bells ring, Ting-a-ling ling!
Hurrah for Thanksgiving Day.
Oh,
Over the river, and through the wood,
Trot fast, my dapple gray,
Spring over the ground like a hunting hound,
For this is Thanksgiving Day.

3.

Over the river and through the wood
And straight through the barnyard gate.
lve seem to go extremely slow,
It is so hard to wait, Oh,
Over the river and through the wood,
Now grandmother's cap I spy.
Hurrah for the fun!
Is the pudding done?
Hurrah for the pumpkin pie!
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APPENDIX C

LIST OF TEACHERS INTERVIEWED
Adams,

Beverley.
Virginia.

Prince �Villiam County Public Schools,
Interview, 19 October 1979.

Balarzs
Hc;.r� Ellen.
Chesterfield County Public Schools,
!
V1rg�n1a.
Interview, 16 October 1979.
C � a�a K.
Bennett
Prince T,Jilliam County Public Schools,
!
V1rg1n1a.
Interview, 19 October 1979.
Betenbaugh, Helen.
Westminster Presbyterian Church,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
Intervie�.v, October 1979.
Blackburn, Carolyn.
Henrico County Public Schools,
Virginia.
Interview, 10 September 1979.
Bowles, Josie.
Virginia.

Chesterfield County Public Schools,
Interview, 16 October 1979.

Boynton, Bradford.
Music Theatre Workshop, Virginia
Corm:nonwealth University.
Interview, July 1979.
Butler, Sharon.
Virginia.

Chesterfield County Public Schools,
Interview, 16 October 1979.

Chervenak, Hark.
Henrico County Public Schools,
Virginia, Interview, October 1979.
Clark,

Patricia.
Virginia Commomvealth University,
Richmond, Virginia.
Interview, 18 October 1979.

Clarke, Becky.
Virginia.
Collier, David.
Virginia.

Henrico County Public Schools,
Intervie�·7, 10 September 1979.
Chesterfield County Public Schools,
Interview, 16 October 1979.

Curtright, Carolee.
Lincoln Public Schools,
Interview, October 1979.
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Nebraska.
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Dalton, Jim.
Hanover County Public Schools,
Interview, 21 August 1979.
Davis,

Virginia.

�

ue
Chesterfield County Public Schools,
: .
V�rg�n�a.
Interview, 16 October 1979.

Diggs,

Shirley.

Henrico County Public Schools,
Interview, 10 September 1979.

Virginia.
DiNitto, Elena.
Interview,
Eggleston,

Seekonk Public Schools,
October 1979.

Sandra.

Virginia.

Hassachusetts.

Henrico County Public Schools,

Interview,

10 September 1979.

Finley, Eula.
Prince Hilliam County Public
Virginia.
Interview 19 Octobe� 1979.
Fleetwood,

Donna.

Virginia.

Schools,

Prince William County Public Schools,
Interview,

19 October 1979.

Four anonymous interviews, Prince William County Public
Schools, Virginia.
Interview, 19 October 1979.
Fuller,

Frank,

Jr.

Virginia.
Giles,

State of

11 September 1979.

Martha.
Children's Theatre Workshop, Virginia
Commonwealth University.
Interview, July 1975.
Henrico County Public Schools,
Interview, 10 September 1979.

Gregory, Hitzi.
Virginia.
Haas,

Department of English,

Interview,

Frances.

Cincinnati Public Schools,

Ohio.

October 1979.

Interview,
Hallett, Patsy.
Virginia.

Henrico County Public Schools,
Interview, 10 September 1979.

Honaker, Linda.
Virginia.

Henrico County Public Schools,
Interview, 10 September 1979.

Jacobson,

Louise.

Virginia.
Jarrett,

Jack.

Henrico County Public Schools,
Intervie>·l,

!1usic

10

September 1979.

Theatre Vlorkshop
Virginia
!
Interv�ew, July 1979.

Commom-vrealth University.
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Scottesville Public Schools '
Johnson, Annette.
New York.
Interview, October 1979.
Johnson, Marian.
Virginia.
Jones,

Chest7rfield County Public Schools,
Interv�ew, 16 October 1979.

Julie.
Chesterfield County Public Schools
Virginia.
Interview, 16 October 1979.

Knight, i"lyra.
Richmond Public Library,
Interview, 20 July 1979.
Lacy,

'

Virginia.

Drina.
Introduction to Theatre, Virginia
Commonwealth University.
Interview, spring,

1971.

Lashinger, Genrose.
\Villiamsburg-James City County
Public Schools, Virginia.
Interview, September
1978.
Lide,

Betty.
Chesterfield County Public Schools,
Virginia.
Interview, 16 October 1979.

Neale,

Maria.
Caledonia Public Schools,
Interview, September 1979.

Nixon,

Hannah.
Virginia.

Pettey, Hary G.
Virginia.
Price,

New York.

Prince William Public Schools,
Interview, 19 October 1979.
Chesterfield County Public Schools,
Interview, 16 October 1979.

Anita.
Stafford County Public Schools,
Virginia.
Interview, 27 July 1979.

Ramsey, Carleen.
Virginia.

Henrico County Public Schools,
Interview, 10 September 1979.

Reynolds, Albert.
Henrico County Public Schools,
Virginia.
Interview, 8 August 1979.
Reynolds, Robert.
Henrico County Public Schools,
Interview 20 October 1979.
Virginia.
Rice,

Vaughnette.
Prince William County Public Schools,
Virginia.
Interview, 19 October 1979.

Smith,

Ann Garland.
Henrico County Public Schools,
Virginia.
IntervieH, 10 September 1979.
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Sorg,

Trudy.
Steward School, Richmond,
Interview, 20 August 1979.

Spiers, Helen.
Virginia.
Stephens, Edith.
Virginia.

Virginia.

Henrico County Public Schools,
Interview, 10 September 1979.
Prince Hilliam County Public Schools,
Interview, 19 October 1979.

Stinnett, Janice.
Chesterfield County Public Schools,
Interview, 16 October 1979.
Virginia.
Stockdell, Lucy.
Virginia.

St. Catherine's School, Richmond,
Interview, 20 August 1979.

Chesterfield County Public Schools,
Swartz, Kimberlee T.
Interview, 16 October 1979.
Virginia.
Chesterfield County Public
Underdown, Celeste.
Interview, 16 October 1979.
Virginia.

Schools,

Choreography Workshop, Virginia
Wessels, Frances.
Intervie�v, June 1979.
Commonwealth University.
White,

St. Christooher's School, Richmond,
Alba.
Intervie�, 20 August 1979.
Virginia.

Henrico County Public Schools,
Whitescarver, Rosalind S.
Interview, 15 Hay 1979.
Virginia.
Prince VJilliam County Public Schools,
Wiggins, Patricia.
Interview, 19 October 1979.
Virginia.
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RECOMMENDED PROFESSIONAL BOOKS
Cassity, Martha.
On Wi�h
the Show.
Miller, 1970.
Chernoff, Goldie Taub.
Sew.
New York:
Conrad, Edna,
Stage.

Orang e

.

,

C a1�forn�a:
·

·

Easy Costumes You Don't Have to
Four Winds Press, 1975.

and Van Dyke, Mary.
History on the
New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1971.

Doll,

Edna
and Nelson, Mary Jarman.
Rhythms To�_!_
!
Horr�stmm, New Jersey:
Silver Burdett, 1965.

Ehret,

Halter, and Evans, George K.
International Book
of Christmas Carols.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1951 .

Fleming, Gladys Andrews.
Creative Rhythmic Movement
for Children.
Englewood Clirfs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1976.
Hake,

Herbert.

1953.

Heller, Ruth.
Legends.

1948.

Ht�re' s How.

NevJ York:

Samuel French,

Christmas, Its Carols, Customs and
Schmitt, Hall and McCreary,
Minneapolis:

Hoggett, Chris.
Stage Crafts.
Press, 1975.

New York:

Let's Keep Christmas.
Marshall, Peter.
McGraw Hill -r945.

St. Martin's
New York:

Creative Dramatics in the Classroom.
McCaslin, Nellie.
David NcKay, 1974.
New York:
Simon, Henry.
Boston:

A Treasury of Christmas Songs and Carols.
Houuhton-Mifflin, 1970.
0
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Soolin, Viola.
Illinois:
•

Improvisation for the Theatre.
North,vestern University Press,

Evanston,

1963.

Stern,

La�ence.
Stage Management.
Bacon, 1975.

Tooze,

Ruth, and Krone, Beatrice.
Literature and Music
as Resources for Social Studies.
Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1955.

Boston:

Allyn and
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RECOMMENDED MUSIC TEXTBOOKS AND/OR GUIDES
California State Department of Education.
Drama Theatre:
Framework for California Public Schools.
Sacra
mento, California:
California State Department of
Education, 1974.
Gainer, Ruth.
An African Experience.
V.Jashingtcn,
National Alliance for Arts Education, 1978.

D.C. :

An Eskimo Exoerience.
1-Jashington, D.C.:
'
National Alliance for Arts Education, 1978.

·
--.......---

¥

The Indian Ex erience.
Washington, D.C.:
National Alliance
or Arts Education, 1978.
Henrico County Public Schools.
Jvlusic Curriculum Guide.
Highland Springs, Virginia:
Henrico County Public
School, 1979.
Marsh,

Mary Val; Rinehart, Carroll; Savage, Edith;
Beelke, Ralph; and Silverman, Ronald.
The Spectrum
of Music.
Ne\v York:
Macmillan, 1974.

Pitts,

Lilla Belle; Glenn, Habelle; and Hatters,
Lorrain E.
Our Singing Horld.
Ginn Music Series.
Boston:
Ginn, 1957.

Reimer, Bennett; Crook, Elizabeth; and Walker, David S.
Silver Burdett Husic Series.
Harristown,
Music.
New Jersey:
Silver Burdett, 1978.
Watters, Lorrain E. ; V.Jersen, Louis G.; Hartshorn,
L. Eileen; Gallup, Alice; and
William· Md1illan
Ginn
The Magic of Music.
.
l
Frederic
Beckman
Ginn, 1970.
Boston:
Music Series.

�

:

�

Crook,
Youngberg, Harold C.; Landeck, Beatrice; an
rS�lver Burdet�
Making Music Your Own.
Elizabeth.
Silver
:
Jersey
New
town,
Harris
Music Series.
Burdett,

1968.
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PUBLISJ:iiNG C01-1PANIES FOR MUSICALS AND PLAYS

Baker's Plays
100 Chauncy Street
Boston,

Massachusetts 02111

Belwin-Mills Publishing Corporation
25 Deshon Drive
Melville, New York 11746
Boosey and Hawkes, Inc.
P. 0. Box 130
Oceanside, New York 11572
Michael Brent Publications
Box 1186
Port Chester, New York 10573
Broadman Press
Nashville, Tennessee
Chappell Music Company
810 Seventh Avenue
New York, Ne•v- York 10019
Children's Musical Plays,
130 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036
Choristers Guild
P. 0. Box 38188
Dallas, Texas 75238
Clarus Husic
340 Bellevue Avenue
Yonkers, New York 10703
Crescendo Publishers
P. 0. Box 23218
Dallas, Texas 75228
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Inc.
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Dramadaries Unlimited
287 West Laurel Avenue
Lake Forest, Illinois 60045
The Dramatic Publishing Company
86 East Randolph Street
Chicago, Illinois 60601
Dramatists Play Service
440 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10016
Educational Activities, Inc.
P. 0. Box 392
Freeport, New York 11520
Eldridge Publishing Company
Franklin, Ohio 45005
European-American Husic Corporation
P. 0. Box 850
2100 Eisenhower Road
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania 19482
Harold Flammer, Inc.
DelaHare Water Gap,
Pennsylvania 18327
Frank Music Corporation/
Boston f1usic Company
117 West 57th Street
New York, New York 10019
Samuel French
25 West 45th Street
New York, New York 19936
General �lords and Husic Company
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068
Hargail Husic Press, Inc.
28 West 38th Street
New York, New York 10018
Hal Hobson Publications
P. 0. Box 38188
Dallas, Texas 75238
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Hope Publishing Company
Carol Stream, Illinois 60187
Joy-Fitz Productions
444 North Braddock Street
Winchester, Virginia 22601
Hal Leonard Publications
960 East Mark Street
Winona, Hinnesota 55887
Lexicon Music, distributed by
Word, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1790
Waco, Texas 76703
Lorenz Publishing Industries
501 East Third Street
Dayton, Ohio 45401
Music Theatre International
119 West 57th Street
Ne,., York, Nev1 York 10019
New Plays for Children
Box 2181
Grand Central Station
New York, New York 10017
New Plays for Children
c/o Patricia Whitton
P. 0. Box 273
Rowayton, Connecticut 06853
Novello Publishers
145 Palisades Street
Dobbs Ferry, New York 10522
On Stage
P. 0. Box 203
Dolton, Illinois 60419
Open Court Husic Publishers
Box 599
La Salle, Illinois 61301
Oxford University Press,
200 Madison Avenue
Ne'l.v York,

Nevr York 10016

Inc.
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Pioneer Drama Service
P. 0. Box 22555
2172 South Colorado Boulevard
Denver, Colorado 80222
Plays,

Inc.

8 Arlington Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02116
Plymouth Music Company, distributors of
Jeremy Music
17 West 60th Street
New York, New York 10023
Theodore Presser Company
Presser Place
Bryn Hm-rr, Pennsylvania 19010
Pro Art Publications, Inc.
Westbury, Connecticut
Rodgers and Hammerstein Library
598 l-1adison Avenue
New York, New York 10022
G. Schirmer, Inc.
866 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022
Schoolhouse Productions
Box 451
Newton, New Jersey 07860
Shawnee Press
Delaware l-Jater Gap
Pennsylvania 18327
Stage One, division of
Leyden Music
5931 Hamilton Street
Portland, Oregon 97221
Tams-\tJitmark l1usic Library,
757 Third Avenue
New York,

New York 10017

Inc.
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Theatre Centre America
Publications Division
741 Chestnut Street
Hanchester, New Hampshire 03140
Willis Husic Company
7380 Industrial Road
Florence, Kentucky 41042
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RECOHHENDED JOURNALS AND MAGAZINES

American

Choral Directors Association Journal

The American Organist
Childcraft
Choristers Guild
Dance Hagazine
Diapason
Elementary English 51

(January 1974)

The Instructor
Music Educators National Conference Journal
New York School Busic News
Plays
Virginia Music Educators Association Notes
Teacher
Woman' s Day
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RECOMHENDED PUBLISHED MUSICALS
Holidays and Seasons in General
The Cho7al Master Series--Spring Program, Fall Program,
The Chr1.stmas Program, The Patriotic Program.
California:
Halt Disney, 1970.
The kits contain a teacher's master manual, 30
student song books, 1 demonstration book, 1
guide pamphlet, "Creating the Elementary School
Choir," 1 demonstration record, and suggestions
for staging, props, costumes.
Curtain Going Up by Ruth Roberts.
York:
Michael Brent, 1 970.

Port Chester,

New

Six volumes for all occasions.
The Four Seasons--Summer, Fall, Winter, Spring by Rose
mary Caggiano and David Halsman�onkers, New York:
Clarus.
For grades preschool-6.
Holidayland by Ruth Roberts and Bill Katz, Port Chester,
Michael Brent.
New York:
A musical trip through the year.

On With the Show by �1artha Cassity.
Miller, 1970.

Orange, California:

Program ideas for all occasions.
ve and
Program Ideas for Every Occasion by John Musgro
Owen.
A.
F.
York:
New
lle,
Dansvi
Bernadine Shaw.
Many ideas for desperate times.
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Christmas
The Birds of Christmas by Harold E.
Plymouth Husic.

Mason.

New York:

Two-part choir, soloists, narrator.
Five charac
ters with speaking parts.
Could be pantomimed.
t1ulti-media possibilities.
Uses old Christrr.as
carols.
Fairly interesting story involving
shepherds and a bird with the power co talk.
Upper elementary.
The Christrr.as Cookie Sprinkle Snitcher, adapted from a
book by Virgil Partch.
Lake Forest, Illinois:
Drama
daries Unlimited.
Good for combination of an upper and lower
elementary school group of children.
Christmas Cookies and Holiday Hearts by Ruth Roberts.
Port Chester:
Michael Brent.
A good secular program.
Christmas in Foreign Lands and Home by Aline H. Cm.;ran and
Frances T. Cro�tlley.
Belwin-Mills.
Melville, Nev;r York:
Unison and two parts.
Santa and numerous children
from different lands.
Two simple scenes.
Cos
tuming is simple but involves folk costemes from
various countries.
Third, fourth grades.
The Christmas Jazz by Tracy Lloyd and Herbert Chappell.
Belwin-Mills.
Melville, New York:
Suggestions throughout the text as to
A cantata.
The Christmas story complete
staging.
and
costumina
?
0
rary mus�cal style.
contempo
with animals set in
Good for upper elementary grades.
•

The Drum by Katherine K.

Davis.

Belwin-Hills.

of
A delightful musical built around the story
the little drurmner boy.

186
He , God, Hhat is Christmas?.
Da
as:
Crescen o.

b y G"bb
L
ons an d

17�rause.

A Christmas play based on a young child's thoughts
Good
about what he thinks Christmas really is.
for entire school, chorus and primary grades.
Let's Keep Christmas by Petet Marshall.
Crescendo Publishers, Box 23218, 75228.

Dallas:

Program uses familiar carols to depict the story
of the real meaning of Christmas.
Entire school.
The Little Tree That Could Talk by Adah and Aaron
Shifrin.
New York:
Children's 11usical Plays.
A sim�le musical play,
for Ai:- bor Day.

especially appropriate

Hr. Grumpy's Toy Shop by Alan Campbell.
Eldridge.

Franklin,

Ohio:

For primary grades.
Hr. Huggelby's Toy Shop by Irene Archer and Olive Dungan.
Harold Flammer.
Delaware Water Gap:
For primary grades.
A Night for Dancing by Hal Hobson.
Publications, P. 0. Box 38188.

Dallas:

Hal Hobson

Unison music in
Two boys, one girl, six animals.
Simple costumes.
contemporary style.
Story of
Jesus' birth and adoration of animals.
The Nutcracker by Judy Barry Brmvn.
December, 1976.
Play with costumes, scenery,
Entire school.
suggestions.

\\Toman's Da'r,

staging,

music

On Chris trnas Night by Balm-Ralph Vaughan-\.-Jilliams.
Oxford University Press.
New York:
A masque adapted from Dicken's Christmas Carol.

r
'·
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The Story of the Christmas Chil!les by Halter
and Carol
Noona.
Dayton, Ohio:
Lorenz.
A musical play about cathedral chimes that had
not rung in many years because no one offered
a worthy gift to the Christ Child.
Upper grades.
Sunshine and Snowflakes by Clark Gassman.
Lexicon Husic.

Haco,

Texas:

Clever rock-musical with traditional carols in
rock style.
Short narration.
Guitar, drums.
Upper elementary.
Record or tape available.
The Symbols of Christmas by Don Halin.

Belwin-Mills.

Narrator, speaking choir, chorus, orchestra of
bells, recorders, autoharp, piano.
Hulti-media
opportunity to incorporate music with drama,
pantomime, dance, lighting, slides, special
effects.
Hell-known Christmas tunes.
The Twelve Days of Christmas by Buttolph-Perry.
Florence, Kentucky:
Hillis Music.
Written for unison voices with dancing and
costuming suggestions.
Upper grades.
Hinter Star by Malcolm 1-Jilliamson.
Boosey and Hawkes.

Oceanside,

New York:

Story of children being awakened by Christmas
.
starlight to see the pageantry of people ador1ng
the newborn King.

Hallowe'en
Denning.
Hallowe'en by Kay Lande and Wade
.
Brent
el
Hicha
York:
New
All elementary ages.

Port Chester,

Songs and stories.

M. BarloH.
Hallowe'en Parade.by Betty
Press.
.mee
Sha,.
Gap, Pennsylvania:
let,
Twenty-t�vo songs plus play

Delaware Water

vv1.tch' s B re\v.
""'

"
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Patriotic
The

Brave and the Bold by Ruth Roberts.
Publications.

Hichael Brent

Nusical history of Christopher Columbus and the New
World.
Narration, speaking parts, staging sugges
tions.
Upper elementary.
The Glory of Ne ro History by Langston Hughes.
Records, 43 W.
1st Street, New York 10023.

Folkways

g

Grade 5

and up.

I Hear a Drum by Ann Barten, Lynne Salisbury,
Thomas, and Joyce Herman.
Sha·wnee Press.

Connie

Patriotic musical for upper elementary grades.
It's Music by HcCartney and Hilson.
Publications.

Hichael Brent

Musical based on American music from the Revolution
to Rock.
The Legend of the Twelve l1oons by Ruth Roberts.
Brent Publications.

Hichael

Grades K-8.
Let George Do It by McCartney and Wilson,
Publications.

Michael Brent

Husical play about George Washington and
Revolutionary times.
The Musical Heritage of America, Vol.
12 Warren Street, New York 10007.

I.

CHS Records,

Songs from Colonial times to the beginning of the
Grades 2 and up.
Civil 'i-Jar.
Our Country, 'Tis of Thee by Ruth Roberts.
Brent Publications.
Choral pageant of history of America.

Michael

Narration.
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The Pledge of Allegiance by Alfred Reed.

Belwin-Mills.

Unison voices, piano.
Fairly standard style
arrangement of the Pledge of Allegiance.
The Story of Jazz by Langston Hughes.

FolkvJays Records.

Grades 5 and up.
t.Jork and Sing by Elie Siegmeister.

Behvin-Mills.

Songs about work groups in America.

Spring
Benny Bunny's Band.

Nichael Brent Publications.

Primary grades.
Kit has LP record,
teacher's manual.

unison songbook,

the Toad, and The Harm, The
Country Creatures - -Tubb
Cocoon, and the Butter£ y by Ruth Artman.
Hinona,
Ninnesota:
Hal Leonard Publications.

t

Primary grades.
Fun Songathon by Joyce Merman.
Nonsense syllable songs.
Grades 3-8.

Shawnee Press.
Short,

singable songs.

es with Reasons by
Songs for All Seasons. and Rh
Be win-Mills.
Margaret Hurley Marquis.
•

lW

Basic rhythmic exercises used in songs for primary
grades.
Thanksgiving
n and
The Boy Hho Hanted the Drumsticks. bY, Harold Longma
_
Art.
P1:o
tJ.cut::
Connec
ry,
Hestbu
an.
Naltzm
Edward
s.
Excellent musical for elementary grade
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How the Turkey Got Its Gobble.
Winchester, Virginia:
Joy-Fitz Productions, 444 North Braddock Street.
Attractive presentation by two Virginia music
teachers.

An Indian Thanksgiving by Ruth Roberts.
Publication.

Michael Brent

Indian's view of Thanksgiving using narration,
pictures and songs to describe the first Thanks
giving.
Religious

�

Ca tain Noah and His Floatin� Zoo by Michael Flanders
Dobbs Ferry, New York:
Joseph Horovitz.
an
Novello.
Grades 3 and up.
David and the Giant by Al Zabrel.
Guild, P. 0. Box 38188, 75238.

Dallas:

Choristers

Attractive musical about David's encounter with
the giant.
David's Hotshot Slingshot by Robert Graham and Jeana
Nashville, Tennessee:
Graham.
Broadman Press.
Production and costume sug
Fifteen characters.
Interesting music on the Biblical story.
gestions.
Hostly unison in a contemporary style.
The Hither and Thither of Danny Dither by Jeremy Gury
l .
Belwin-l1ils
and Alex North.
Clever story of contemporary kids in unusual cir
Danny turns out to be an angel sent
cumstances.
on a mission from the office of Hope, Faith, and
Witty lines, good music.
Charity.

100% Chance of Rain by Walter S.
Guild.
Unison and two parts,
elementary children.

Horsley.

Choristers

a jazz cantata for upper
Hulti-media possibilities.

191
Sam by

Sherman and Sherman.

Story of the good
Songs for Hanuka� .

Press.

Lexicon Music.

Samaritan.

arranged by Hawley Ades.

Shawnee

Grades 5-8.
Your Work with Love Surrounds You by Peggy Feltmante
and Howard Cable.
New York:
Frank Music/Boston Music.
Cantata on the Creation.

Contemporary style music.

Stories and Fairy Tales
The Adventures of Thumbelina l:>y Helen J.
G. Schirmer.

Yo::k:

\'Jindsor.

Based on Hans Christian Anderson's story.
Many animals.
traditional folk tunes.
Aesop's Fables in Song by George Mysels.

New

Uses

Shawnee.

Grades K-3.
Almost

Oliver.

Caught Red-Pawed by Annette Harper and Donald
Chappell, 1978.

Children
Little scenery requirements.
Humorous.
encouraged to use pantomime.
Attractive, easy-to
sing songs for third, fourth grades.
The Case of the Missing Part of Speech by Betty Barlow
Sha�mee Press.
and Janet Hutchinson.
Four principal parts, numerous parts of speech,
!viay be done in conjunction \vith language
one set.
Grades 3-6.
arts unit.
Cas� Jones by Halter Bergmann.
Husic Press.

Ne'" York:

Hargai l

Mostly unison chorus and Orff instruments.
story of famous trainman's last run.

The
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Chanticleer and the Fox by Peter Hestmo
re and Edward
Hughes.
New York:
Oxford University Press.
Eight speaking lines, all short.
Farm animals.
Interesting music.
Well-known Chaucer story.
A Child's Book of Beasts by Jean Berger.

Belwin-Mills.

'TrN"o parts, t>vo sets of songs about various anima.ls.
Hulti-media possibilities.
Good music.
Comic
element.
Upper elementary grades.
Children Are People by Rosemary Caggiano and Bernie
Fass.
Clarus.
For all ages of elementary school.
The Cookie Lady by Annette Harper and Donald Oliver.
Chappell, 1978.
A f�iry tale with a moral.
songs.
Upper elementary.

Attractive, singable
No scenery needed.

Disney Youth Musicals--Alice in 1fJonderland, Bambi,
Cinderella, Robin Hood.
Hal Leonard Publishers.
Complete kits with suggestions for production.
Ele hants, Clowns and Circus Sounds by Ruth Roberts.
Mic ael Brent Publications.

h

Singing, gymnastics,
Parts for everyone.

dramatics.

Easily staged.

The Emperor's Nightingale by Helen J. Hindsor.
York:
G. Schirmer.
Story by Hans Christian Anderson.
notes.
Interesting music.
Free to Be You and �·1e by Harlo Thomas.

New

Performance

Hs.

Magazine.

Songs, poems, s�orie� about.b7i�g.free to be
Upper
Hult1.-roed1.a poss1.b1.l1.t1.es.
yourself.
grades.
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Knights in Shining Armour by
Halcolm Williamson.
side, New York:
Boosey and Hawkes.
A "cassation" for audience and piano
.

Ocean

Upper grades.

?

Let's Buil
a Town by Paul Hindemith.
Valley Forge,
Pennsylvan�a:
European-American Busic, 1931.
Short opera, simple and adantable to different
upper elementary school settings.
The Little Sweep by Benjamin Britten.
York:
Boosey and Hawkes, 1950.
Calls for adult singing roles,
parts.
The Hidnighc Thief by Ian
Bennett.
Belwin-Hills.

Oceanside,

New

as well as children's

Serraillier and Richard Rodney

Six characters and chorus.
Hexican farmer is
trying to find out tvho is stealing his corn.
Happy ending.
Easy and interesting music.
Upper elementary grades.
The :t:-'lysterious Forest by Olive Dungan.

Belwin-Hills.

Five characters and animal chorus.
Hary Ann
searches for her pet squirrel in a magic forest
with talking animals and a wicked witch.
Hildly
amusing for a traditional setting.
Upper ele
mentary grades.
The Pied Piper by Virginia Hagemann.

Theodore Presser,

1976 .

Familiar story.
Easy music.
Simple set, costume,
Upper and
and lighting.
Use of melody flutes.
lower elementary.
The Pink Siamese by Seymour Barab.
Boosey and Hawkes, 1959.

Oceanside,

Circus-related with quality music, but the
tessitura is high (F above high C).

Nev1 York:
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?lanet of
New York:

the \.Jinds by Ruth Sadler and Dorothy Doane.
Children's Musical Plays.

Grades 1-5.
The Prince and the Pauper by Mark Twain,
Gwendolyn Skeens.
Shawnee Press.

Deborah Ne1NIT1an,

Three boys and one girl as principals, fourteen
_
Notes of staging
parts, and chorus.
speak�ng
Upper elementary grades.
and costumes.
The Rabbit T"lho Hanted Red Wings by Betty 11.
Willis Music.

Barlow.

Staging and
Narrator, seven characters, chorus.
Rabbit learns to be himself.
coscume suggestions.
Grades K-3.
Easy music.
Really R?sie by Maurice Sendak and Carole King.
Harper and Rmv, 1976.
York:

New

Multi-media possibilities for all grades.
The Revolt of the Foolish Molar by Betty M.
.Hichael Brent Publications.

Barlow.

Motivation for daily tooth care and dental check
LP
Kit includes songbook with script.
ups.
All ages.
record.
Rock Candy £.1ountain Revisited by Stanley Werner, Andrea
AA Records, 250 1.J. 58th
Dodd� and Robert de Cormer.
Street, New York 10010.
Ecologically-minded musical for grades 3-8.
Rough

'N'

Ready.

Portland:

Stage One,

Leyden t1usic.

Western theme with main characters and chorus.
e
::.-.:l'
:.:
:.:n
:.: i
;: a:.:n-=d:-=th
Six Musica J. P 1 ays for Chi 1d ren--Al add
;;_
�
Lamp, The Frog Prince, Gulliver, Here Comes the
New
Jack and Homer the Horse, Treasure Island.
Chappell Husic.
All elementary ages.

a
c ..
� ...
·I
g-=ic.c:.
;;:.
Circus,
York:
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Space Opera by Ruth Artman and Linda William
s.
Leonard for Silver Burdett.
Complete packet of play, song sheets,
guide, score with instrumental parts,
Upper elementary grades.
Story Songs by Carmine Ravosa.

Hal

teacher's
and cassette.

Shawnee Press.

Book of songs to go along with old favorite
Grades K-3.
fairy tales and some new ones.

The Three Bears by Paul Nordoff and Clive Robbins.
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania:
Theodore Presser.
Unusual setting of traditional story.
music in contemporary style.
Tom

Sawver by Gwendolyn Skeens.

In!:eresting

Shawnee Press.

Grades 5-8.
A Tooth Fairy Tale by Barbara Danielson.
City:
Music Box Press.

Salt Lake

For primary grades.
The Turtle Drum by Ian Serraillier and �hlcolm Arnold.
Oxfo-rd University Press.

Ne111 York:

Japanese Rip Van Winkle story.
upper elementary grades.
A Walk with Mr.

Peeps.

Easy to do for

Michael Brent Publications.

Kit includes record, teacher's book, spirit
masters.
Mr. Peeps is a dog who visits various
animal friends and talks about such things as
safety, dental health.
Primary grades.
by Doris Nerkder Kobn.
Who Killed Lake Erie?
General Words and Music.
Ridge, Illino1s:
For upper grades,

an ecology musical.

Park
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Yoo're a Good Han, Charlie Brown by Clark Gesner.
Plymouth Husic.
York:

New

l-Tell-known musical which can be adapted easily
Charming
to needs of upper elementary grades.
music.
Broadway Husicals
(For adaptation or to be used in conjunction \vith high
school productions)
Dramatists Play Service
Rock and Roll
Samuel French
Little l-1ary Sunshine
Peter Pan
Husic Theatre International
The Boy Friend
Guys and DOllS
The l1usic Man
Ro�gers and .Hammerstein Library
Carousel
Cinderella
TFle King and I
Sound of Husic
Tams-Witmark
Bye, Bye Birdie
Carnival
Oliver
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Fer cardboard:
Hestvaco Company,

Container Division

Union Camp Corporation,

Continental Group,
Continental Forest

Container Division

Inc.
Industries

For "tyvek"
Duoont Industries
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For costumes and properties:
\.Volff-Fording Company

For make-up:
Premiere,

Inc.

For scenery construction and lighting equipment:
Backstage,

Inc.

For human resources:
Ted Boelt,

Richmond

Bradford Boynton,
Fred Brurnbach,

City Recreation and Parks Dept.

Humanities Center,

Backstage,

Henrico County

Inc.

Patch Clark, Virginia Commonwealth University
Drama Department
Frank Hov1arth,
Bruce Miller,

Children's Theatre
Theatre IV
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MUSICAL PLAYS FROM MAGAZINES AND JOURNALS

Instructor
Allgeler,

87

Svea and Ronald.
"Where is Santa?"
(December 1977):33 and 90.

Instructor

Bradford, Karleen.
"The Christmas Alphabet Book."
Instructor 82 (December 1972): 53.
"In Search of the Christmas Spirit."
June.
Instructor 85 (December 1975):77-78, and 80-81.

Brm....-n,

"Rhythmical Kites."
Daniels, Elva S.
(Harch 1975):74.
"Peter Rabbit."
Ellison, Joan V.Jyrick.
(April 1979):80-83.
"Little Fir Tree."
Marler, Ruth.
(December 1974):81.

Instructor 84

Instructor 88

Instructor 84

"Mrs. Frosty February and her
I1cKi.nney, Jean Brabham.
Instructor 88 (February 1979):121-122.
Family."
"Christmas is a �.Jarm
McPhillips, Shirley Powell.
Instructor 84 (December 1974):81.
Thing."
"Three Billy Goats Gruff."
Seegert, Lois H.
86 (March 1977):146-148.
"A Herry Netric Hess."
Shaw, Jean Rice.
(December 1978):49-51.

Instructor

Instructor 88

�

"Christmas Surprise i� Mo her Goose
Sigler, Faun H.
c:
r:
Instructor 85 (December l9n): ;4-7..).
Land."
�" ·
Stange, San dra '7
Instructor SLJ.

i locks· and the Three Bears."
-..
"·"-old_
(Hay/June 1975):68-70.
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Tierce,

86

Jerry Hood.
"The Greatest of These."
(December 1976):37-38.

Vallieres, Gloria J.
"Rabbitrella."
(April 1976): 130-131.

Instructor

Instructor 85

Watkins, Carol.
"Santa's Christmas Cheer."
84 (December 1974):80.

Instructor

Music Educators Journal
Beyer, Jack, and Goy, Barbara.
"Oh, Empty Set!
Oh,
Empty Set!
What if Husic and Math Never Het?"
�1usic Educators Journal 55 (September 1968):63-66.

Teacher
Bahrami, Vmn Thomas.
"The Bionic Kid."
(December 1977):49-51.
Krogness, �1ary Hercer, "A New Day."
(December 1978):51-52.

Teacher 95

Teacher 96

LeCaptain, Jeannette.
"Hidnight at the Toyshop."
Teacher 88 (January 1971):36-LfO.

Homan's Day
Brown,

Judy Barry, adapter.
"A Christmas Carol."
�.-Joman's Day, 18 December 1979, pp. 100-103, 188-196.

Woman's Day,
"Hansel and Gretel."
.
-=D-e-ce-mber 1977, pp. 106-111, 120-152.

p-. p
----

.

"The Nutcracker."

83-89 ,

Woman's Day,

177-184.

162-164,

13

December 1976,

"The Lost and Found Christmas."
Hartin, Judith.
r 1973, pp. 68-71.
Decembe
Dav,
�
s

"J
I ITT"
urpr1.se.
w1.gg 1e v orm s
.
---�D-e-c-ember 1972, pp. 88-90.
'

•

.

II

Woman's

s Dd.-y'
w
"'
T.Tom"'n'
_

vToman's
"The Christmas Doll."
Parker, Hendy ·Hathis.
0, 177-190.
Day, 19 December 1978, pp. 118-121, 134-14
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PUPPET REFERENCES
Dovey,

51

Irma.
"Puppets are Simple."
(January 1974):52-54.

Elementary English

Helpful hints for making puppets.
Kampman, Lothar.
Creatin
with Puppets.
Nostraud Reinhold, 19 9.

g

New York:

Van

Four basic types
Colorful and descriptive pictures.
glove, shadm.v, rod, and
of puppets discussed:
Puppet making and staging is discussed.
string.
Let's Hake Puppets.
Philpott, A. R.
Nostrand Reinhold, 1972.

NevJ York:

Van

Delightful short booklet on the making of all kinds
of puppets with many color pictures.
Instructions
about stage construction are provided.
Rasmussen, Margaret, ed.
Creating with Materials for
Work and Play.
Association for
Washington, D.C.:
Childhood Education International, 1957.
Leaflets discussing puppetry, as well as other
subjects helpful in producing program.
�1ake it With and for Children.
Rudolph, A. Adele, comp.
Association for Childhood
Washington, D.C.:
Education International, 1966.
Puppet construction and stage construction dis
cussed among other subjects useful in program
production.
"Puppetry."
�.Jeiger, Nyra.
(January 1974):55-65.

Elemen!=ary English 51

Examples of different
Excellent bibliography.
puppets discussed and shown.
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upl

Belmont,
Paper-Bag P
ets.
Williams, DeAtna M.
California:
Fearon Publishers Lear Siegler, 1966.
The follm-1ing programs are provided for use tvith
paper-bag puppets:
"On the Farm," "At the Zoo,"
"Goldilocks and the Three Bears," "The Ginger
Bread Nan," and "The Three Little Pigs."
Holiday
programs are provided.
\.�Tilt, Joy; Hurn, Gwen; and Hurn, John.
Puppets with
Waco, Texas:
Creative Resources, 1977.
Pizazz.
More Puppets with Pizazz.
Creative Resources, 1978.

--·
--._.,.-

Texas:

Waco, Texas:

Puppet Stages and Props with Pizazz.
Creative Resources, 1979.

Waco,

Attractive references for making and working
with puppets.
Fun Time
Yerian, Cameron, and Jerian, Margaret, ed.
Chiidren s
Chicago:
Puppets and Shadow Plays.
Press of Regensteiner, 1974.
Good reference for puppet making.
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General References
Bruner,

Cambridge,

Froebel, Friedrich.
The Education of Man.
New Jersey:
August H. Kelley, 1974.

Clifton,

Jerome.
The Process of Education.
Massachusetts:
Harvard Press, 1960.

Hartley, Ruth E., and Goldenson, Robert M.
The Complete
Book of Children's Play.
New York:
Thomas Y.
Crowell, 1963 .
Mordden, Ethan.
Better Food Forward:
The History of
American Musical Theatre.
New York:
Grossman,
Division of Viking Press, 1976.
Torrance, E. P.
"Rationale of the Torrance Tests of
Creative Thinking Ability" in E. P. Torrance and
1villiam F. White. ed.
Issues and Advances in
Itasca, lllinois:
F. E.
Educational Psychology.
Peacock Publishers, 1968.
Zirrrrnerman, Marilyn P.
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Washington, D.C. :
Children.
Jvlusic Educators
National Conference, 1971.

Indexes
Baird,

Music Books for the Eleme tary
Peggy Flanagan.
Muslc E- ucafors
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Natlonal Conference, 1972.

d
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Central Opera Service.
Christmas Operas."
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